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MURRAY STATE TO OPEN BIDS
ON ATHLETIC FIELD IN AUGUST
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Calloway Co.
Young Demos
To Organize

William Jeffrey
Presents Paper

Construction Should Begin In
Fall;Completion Set For '71

William T. Jeffrey, Specialist, Distributive Education of
We can even overlook filling
the University of Kentucky preour mailbox with circulars or
Construction bid openings on will have individual booths for
sented a paper to the particibending the envelope'that says
pants of the EPDA Workshop the Murray State University radio, televiiion and movie
"Do Not Bend".
facility
— cameras, a large area for sportsnow being conducted at the academic-athletic
There will be an organizat- University of Kentucky.
ar,
which will include a new foot- writers and scouts, a lounge
What happened is this. We look
ional meeting Thursday evenTiELEVISION STARS — Five teachers from Murray prepare to taps • program es
ball stadium — are scheduled and restrooms.
into the mailbox and see this
ing, July 31, at 7:30 at the
Jeffrey's paper entitled "Pro- in August.
part of an exercise in the Educational Television Workshop which ended at Murray State
long awaited brown envelope
City Hall for all young people, viding In-Service Help To TeaPlans also call for a nineUniversity Friday, July 25. They are (loft to right) Bobby Allen, principal and eighth
Bids an mechanical and elec- lane 440-yard track around the
with the blue check in it that grade teacher at New Concord; James Feltner, principal and eighth grad* teacher at Hazel
ages 16 through 35, who wish chers On Using Instructional
to participate in a Calloway Materials" was presented from trical work will be received and playing field with an NCAA
signals the fact that our tax
Elementary; Evan Orr, librarian at Menai, High; Raft Scott, •rt teacher at Murray High;
refund has finally come in.
County Young Democrats Club. the point of view of establish- opened August 15- and general regulation all-weather surface.
and Judith Baucurn, third gra& tamehar at W.L-eartar-klemontary.
A paved parking area plannThe local chapter will funct- ing a philosophical need for in- construction bids August 22 by
We loyousiy pull it out and
ion in cooperation with the service help. The second phase the Division of Purchases of ed for the east side of the stadlook at the amount and while
Kentucky Young Democrats, a of the paper contained a histor- the state Department of Fin- ium will accomodate about 1,humming the Star Spangled
state-wide organization.
200 cars for athletic events and
ical review of in-service pro- ance in Frankfort.
To be located on the north- will be used at other times for
Banner, we stick it in our coat
Jim Lindblad, a Paducah at- grams for distributive educateast corner of.the 100-acre main a driver education range, for
pocket. Our joy knows no limtorney, President of the Padu- ion in Kentucky.
campus at the intersection of ROTC drills, for band practice
Vatted Proem Intermitional
cah Young Democrats, vice-preits. We speak to the dog, we
The workshop is conducted U.S. 641 and the Ky. 121 by- and for intramurals. It will be
greet our wife civilly, we do not
sident of the Kentucky State
even complain when we run inYoung Democrats and a mem- through a Federal grant issued pass, the complex will include connected to the -main traffic
Mostly sunny mild days t
ber of the Kentucky Democra- by the U. S. Office of Educat- a stadium which will make pro- arteries by four access routes.
to the coffee table skinning our
fair cool nights through Th
our
tic Executive Committee will ion under the Education Pro- vision for a capacity of about
shins. Great is the joy in
Six light standards 150-feet
day night. High today tied
be present Thursday evening fessions Development Act. Par- 20,000 spectators.
Thursday in the low to mid
ticipants
of
the
workshop are
Construction on the project (Continued on Page Eight)
to help in the formation of the
80s. Low tonight 60 to 65.
selected educators' representing is expected to begin in the'fall,
local club.
So why is the mail man so
and the playing field and seathigh on our list? Here's why.
Attorneyso Ron Christopher, fifteen states.
LAKE DATA
ing
structure are scheduled for
temporary chairman, urges all
We carry this treasure around
to
the
Jeffrey,' prior to going
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 35611,
for several days just to get the
young people of Murray and University of Kentucky, was completiop in time for the 1971
down 0.1; Below dam 303.1,
Calloway County to take advant- the DE teacher-coordinator at football season, according to
(Continued on Pegs Right)
down 0.9, no gates open.
Ted Bradshaw, director. of de
age of the opportunity to parti- Murray High School.
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 356.8,
velopment at Murray State.
cipate in the local, state, and
polar cap standing out clearly up 0.1; Below dam 308.1, down national affairs of the DemoThe stadium will be named
By JACK V. FOX
0.7.
Roy Stewart Stadium in honor
cratic party by attending this
PASADENA, Calif. (UN) — from a mottled, light gray surSunrise 6:00; sunset 8:08.
of the retired Murray State
important meeting.
Mariner 6 began taking a sec- face.
Moon rises 9:34 p.m.
It
was
the
athletic director. The primary
United
States'
ond series of television pictures
one-tier concrete stadium facilearly today as it hurtled toward second space triumph this
The Colt League All-Stars of
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
ity on the west side of the field
a "near encounter" with Mars month coming on the heels of
the Murray Baseball AssnciatThe Murray-Calloway County
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
will include about 700 box seats
to find out whether life can ex- the Apollo 11 mission that landion will meet Madisonville in
Rescue Squad will have a spec- and will
ed men on the moon. The So- The five-day Kentucky weather
house classrooms, of- the
ist on the Red Planet.
first round play of the Secmeeting
new
fire
ial
at
call
the
outlook,
Thursday
through
Monviet
Union has been plagued
fices, training rooms, dressing
The first batch of 33 pictures
tional Tournament at Paducah
located
North
station
at
202
day.
rooms, equipment rooms, a
of Mars, broadcast live on home with communications failures
Temperatures will average al. IThe Baptist Student Union at 4th Street, on Thursday, July weight room, track practice Thursday afternoon at 2:00
in their seven Mars probes.
'television
screens
Tuesday
Murray
State
University
in.
w117
p.
31.
at
T-30
• Ireas, lounges, ticket booths, p.m. The tourney is being PlayTroop 77 Boy Scouts of night showed
Mariner 6 began snapping the to 4 degrees below the normal have
a small, egg-shapa work day on Saturday,
ed at the ball field west of
86-90
highs
and
63-72
America held a Court of Henlows.
concession booths, restrooms
second series of pictures a t
This"-will be the first meetNoble Park.
Rainfall will average about:a August 2.
or Monday evening in the base- ed orb with the white soutn 12:23 a.m. PDT today. They
and an ROTC rifle range.
Persons needing some odd ing at the new location of the
The players on the All-Star
ment of the educational buildthe
will
will be beamed back to earth half inch during the weekend jobs
service
elevator
An
done, are asked to contact station in the former place of
team were selected by the four
ing of the First Christian
which
pressbox,
starting at 6 p.m
double-deck
the students at 753-5771 or call Hooks' Wheel Alignment.
team managers in the league
Church.
Passes At 2,000 Miles
Re‘. Lloyd Cornell at his home
according to league president,
convened
was
The ceremony
Mariner 6 will fly past Mars
Members of the Union are
Ronald Crouch. The All-Stars
by Earl Douglas, representative
The new fire truck and the
willing to work hard as funds
are Keith Prewitt, Johnny RayOne person was cited for Sil (Continued on Page Right)
of the Four Rivers Council.
boat will be housed in the staare needed to buy a bus for the
burn, Barry Stokes, Brown
Scouts advancing in rank to different reasons by the Murtion with enough room left for
BSU Choir to use for tours.
Crouch, Steve Carraway, Terry
Second Class were Joe Thweatt, ray Police Department on TuesPICTURES FOUND
lockers in the rear.
Yarbrough, Charles Beale, PorLynn Rogers, and Mikel Bur- day. They were for no operater
McCuiston, Randy Lowe,
DepartPolice
Murray
The
keen. First Class ranks were tor's license, disregarding a
Two billfold size pictures
Charlie Robinson, Todd Shupe,
awarded to Mike Alexander, stop sign, reckless driving, flee- have been found in front of the ment investigated a two car
Mitch Ward, Steve Hale, Davie
David Gore, and Alan Lemons. ing a police officer, unneces- Ledger & Times office. They collision Tuesday at 9:12 a.m.
Hughes, and Charles Gibbs.
Steve Porter received the Star sary noise, and no city auto are thought to be of the same at the intersection of Poplar
Manager of the team is Don
sticker.
rank.
young boy. On the back of each and South 6th Streets. No inFunneman, the coach is Tom
Other citations issued by the is written "To Grandma and juries were reported.
Merit Badge achievements
Moran and J. W. Young is the
Cars involved were a 1956
went to Mikel Burkeen, Lynn police on Tuesday were one Pa" with age 11, grade 6, and
Business Manager.
Rogers, Joe Thweatt, Ronnie each for unnecessary noise, age 8 grade 3 on the pictures. Chrysler four door sedan driThe tournament is being
Billington, Steve Porter, Mike public drunkenness, speeding, The person who lost the pict- ven by Lilburn Rayburn of 410
Forty-one abstracts for re- William H. (Jake) Dunn.
played under double eliminatAlexander, Alan Lemons, and driving while intoxicated, and ures may pick them up at the South 6th Street and a Volks- moval of points for local driv
The judge said this was the
ion rules and if Murray wins
no operator's license.
wagen two door driven by Vic ers' licenses are being sent to
David Gore.
Ledger is Times office.
of abstracts he had
.number
tomorrow afternoon the team
kie Sue Retor of 1204 (Del-lege the Department of Public gale:
After the honors were precompleted since July 15. These
will meet Paducah at 8:00 p.m.
Court.
sented, the scouts and guests
are placed on a driver's operattomorrow night.
Police said Rayburn was go- ty, Frankfort, by City Judge
enjoyed the film "Adventures
or's license for speeding and
Other teams in the tournaing north on 6th, stopped for
at Valley Forge". The movie
reckless driving.
ment besides Murray, Paducah
the stop sign, started across
portrayed the activities of the
Judge Dunn said if a person
and Madisonville are Marion,
Poplar Street, failing to sFe
National Jamboree held at the
has twelve points taken off his President Richard M. Nixon
Ill., and Mt. Carmel, Ill.
on
west
the Retor car going
Valley Forge Park. The film
operator's license in a year, his
Poplar.
Was presented through the comlicense is revoked for one year.
Damage to the Rayburn car
pliments of the South Central
If a person is charged and
BOND SALE
Graham Feltner, Route 1,
was on the right front bumper
Bell Telephone Company.
fined for driving while intoxiand to the Retor car op the
Boys interested in Scouting Murray was elected- president
Sales of Series E and H Sav(Continued on Pegg Eight)
left rear fender and bumper.
are invited to meet with Troop of the Calloway County Farm ings
Frank Hanley, retired farmBonds and Notes in Cal77 each Monday at 6:30 p.m. at Bureau at the annual memberer of the Kirksey community,
loway County for June were
ship meeting and picnic Saturthe First Christian Church.
was claimed by death Tuesday
$7,495 while sales for the year
day at the Murray-Calloway Coat 10:15 a.m. at the Benton
reached $117,036 or 56.7% of
unty Fairground. Mrs. Feltner
Municipal Hospital.
the annual goal of $206,400.
was elected to serve as Wo.
He was 87 years of age and
visit to the South Vietnamese
Sales a year ago were $92,013.
By MERRIMAN SMITH
Murray State University has
men's Chairman.
took him from a glittcapital
his
death
Kentucky sales for the month
followed
an
extendMorCalton
UPI White House Reporter
Deputy Sheriff
been accepted into the memMr. and Mrs. Feltner moved
ering palace reception in Saiof June were $3,268,900 while gan cited James Elkins of the ed illness. He was born Sep- bership of the
SAIGON
(UPI)
prestigious
—
President
to
Calloway
County
seven
years
Wendell Dale Yearry will
cumulative sales for the first Griffin Construction Company tember 17, ltlftl, to the late Council of Graduate Schools in Nixon flew today to Saigon and gon to a U.S. infantry base outleave August 13 for Washing- ago from the Bumpua Mills six
James Hanley and Ellen Over- the United States, Dr. Ralph A.,declared "we have gone as far side the city where he told the
months reached 226,694,, this morning at 8:15 a.m.
ton where he will be sent to Community in Stewart County.
795 or 47.8% of the annual
Morgan said Elkins was cited bey Hanley. His wife, the form- Tesseneer, dean of the Grad- as we can or should go in open- GI's, "I only hope we can bring
Vietnam for a year's tour of Tennessee where they were acgoal of $55,800,000. Sales a year "for dumping refuse off a truck er Lacy Cunningham, died uate School at Murray State, ing the door to peace . . . it the war to an end worthy of
duty with the United States
(Continued on Page Eight)
ago were $28,866,761.
into a right away of a public March 15, 1967.
has announced.
is time for the other side to your sacrifice."
Army.
The deceased was a member
Mrs. Nixon accompanied the
acceptance by respond."
road in Calloway County, KY."
the
of
Notified
Yearry has just completed
*
*
*
of the Locust Grove Church of
President here from Bangkok
Washington,
The
half-hour
to
dumping
reported
Ant,
a
and
was
O.
five
Gustave
Nixon's
nine weeks of individual trainand she visited wounded Amerbe on the Old Concord Road the Nazarene: One son, Herman president of the council, the
,ing at Fort Polk, La., and is
Hanley, preceded his father in university becomes the third
ican soldiers at Long Binh, 15
near the "rattling" bridge.
now home on leave.
death in -April of this year.
miles north of Saigon, and an
university in Kentucky to be
The local man took his basic
Griffin was fined $25.00 and
orphanage.
Survivors are three daugh- accepted into the national ortraining at Fort Campbell where
cqsts of $18.00 by Calloway ters, Mrs. Ray
Maximum security was in ef(Manon) Owens ganization.
he received the highest marksCounty Judge Hall McCuiston, and Mrs. Paul (Anna
Lou)
Henon Page Eight)
(Continued
Uniare
the
two
other
The
Omer Talby Jackson, 70, Gilmanship award.
according to the judge's office. drickson, both of
•
Benton Route versity of Kentucky and the bertsville, died at 3:15
Yearry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
p.
m.
One, and Mrs. Robert (Myra) University of Louisville.
Tuesday at the Murra-Calloway
L. L. Yearry, is married to the
Towery of Murray Route Two;
Formerly a division of the County Hospital.
former Janie Hopkins, daughone daughter-in-law, Mrs. Grace Association of American Uniter of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil HopkHanley of Kirksey Route Two; versities, the council was esHe was a member of the
ins of Almo Route One.
two sons, Clside Hanley of Jup tablished as an independent or- Owensville Presbyterian Church.
The Western Ky. Coin Club iter, Fla., and Howard Husky ganization in Hell.
will sponsor the Ninth Annual of Corpus Christi, Texas; one
Survivors include nis wife,
Although not an accrediting
Coin Show, August 2 and 3rd trother, Ernest Hanky of Mur agency, it provides graduate Mrs. Margie Jackson; one dauThe Seed Cleaning House of
at the Jaycee Civic Center, Pa- ray Route Two; eleven grand schools in the United States ghter, Miss Rugenia Rose Jack- Clinton Burchett on the Penny
ducah, Ky. Hours will be 9:00 children; nineteen great grand- with a comprehensive ancrwide- son; one son, William Eugene Road, near the Marshall County
The family of the late Wila.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Saturday children.
ly representative body through Jackson of Portland, Or.; one Line, was destroyed by fire
liam Housden and Nannie PatFuneral services will be held which to counsel and act to- sister, Mrs. Clyde Smith of Easton
pin.
and
10:00
a.m.
to
6:00
last Friday about noon.
ton Housden will have a reunSunday. Admission is fres and Thursday at two p.m. at the Lo- gether for the improvement and wood, Ky.; one brother, Arnold
Mrs. Johnny Bohannon, Johnion Sunday, August 3, at the
there will be plenty of free cust Grove Church of the Na advancement of graduate edu- Jackson of Eastwood.
sqn Boulevard, Murray, daughhome of Mr. and Mrs. Mickie
zarene
Robert
with
Rob.
Rev.
parking.
euneral services will be held ter of Mr. and Mrs. Burchett,
cation.
Morjon, loca44 '4 mile north
The council is financed pri- at 8 p. m. today at the Col said smoke was still , comm
There will be 40 dealers from inson and Rev. T. Y. Smithinier
Of Stella on Xirksa YighlaaY
I
110±..IrtlifetirTliame tzt Eentaa' mark,
.
11..,
114#01114M-7
-4
1
4111L-- :
•
serve as pallbearers.
i institutions. ...Special projects, VC body will then be taken to night.
an
coins
collectors
all
-with
A basket dinner will be OW:
Burial will be in -the Kirksey however, have been supported the Willhite Fuferal Home in
tither numismatic items -and a
The house
quite a bit of
ed at one p m All family Ambid board will beheld each day. Cemelery with' the arrangem- by generous grants from the Middletown, Ky. for 2 p. m. seed in it including Timothy, - •
Leon Chambers is shown here congratulating Graham
bers and old friends and neigh,
The public is invited to come ents by the Blalock-Colemani Carnegie Corporation of Nem services Friday.
Jap, and Red top seed. The
Feltner, newly elected President of the Calloway County
bors of the family are invited to
Burial will be in the East seed .cleaner and some other
friend/ York and the Danforth Founda_intrresting Funeral Home where .
many
and
the..
see
Farm Bureau.
attend.
may call.
LouiXville Memorial Gardens,
tion in St. Louis.
displays.
(Continued on Page tight)

Mariner Will Take
Second Series Of
Mars Shots Today

1

WEATHER REPORT

Scout Troop
Has Court
Of Honor

Colt League
All-Stars To
Play Thurs.

Rescue Squad Will
Meet On Thursday

Work Day Planned
By Student Union

•

Person Cited For
Six Reasons

Two Car Collision
Investigated By
The Murray Police

Forty-One Persons To Lose
Points On Drivers' Licenses

Farm Bureau Elects Graham
Feltner As New President

Wendell Yearry To
Leave For Vietnam

Frank Hanle
Dies Tuesay

Man Is Fined In
Calloway Court

"We Have Gone As Far As We
MSU Accepted Into Can Or Should Go" — Nixon
Grad school Council

Omer T. Jackson
Dies At Hospital
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Housden Family To
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
triterest of our readers.
iIATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
jiladison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y,
atephenoon Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
tered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
•
pUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35t, per
Month $1.52, In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
11013011 at 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptIons $8.00.
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KENNEDY AND THE FUTURE
•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

City Approves Consolidation

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & 'TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc.. Osneolitlation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1942.
103 N. 44b Street, Murray, Eiustacky 41071

"The Outstanding Civic Asset el a Communiey is the
lateertty el its Newspaper"
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Merger Of Marshall County,
Benton Schools Appears Near
BENTON, Ky., July 29-The long-anticipated
plan to merge the Benton City School District
into the Marshall County School System is only
one step from becoming a reality.. •
The city scnool ware oy unanimous vote
has approved a motion to consolidate with the
county system as of Friday. The city and county boards have been working on the merger
plan for almost three years.
The next, and final, step to be taken to insure consolidation is approval by the county
school board. Reed Cornier, county superintendent, said today he has called a meeting
of the county board for Thursday night to make
a final decision on the matter.
Although he declined to say what action he
expected the board to take, Conder did say

been an advocate of the merger plan from its
start.
Plans for the consolidation of the two
school systems started in 1966 with a survey
by the state department of education. The
survey, made at the request of both boards,
advocated the merger of the two systems.
The county system levied an occupational
tax last September to provide revenue for the
consolidation plan, including the construction of
a new central high school.
Corder has estimated the annual revenues
from the tax to amount to about $120,000. The
tax amounts to one-half of one per cent of a
person's income.
A suit was filed in Marshall Circuit Court
in January by William Terrell, Calvert City, to
test the validity a the action. The tax was up-

Bible Thoughtfor Today

meat of Health, Education ano

*14-***** Welfare.
Kenneth F. Harper, deputy co-

** ***

CAM

AIL
i

mmissioner of child welfare and
chairman of the Juvenile Delinquency Committee of the Kentucky Crime Commission, said the
houses probable will be leased,

111111

NES

Edited'byThornton Cornell

VIETNAM BOUND
Janet Sue Hatfield of Jeffersontown, Miss Kentucky 1968, is
in rehearsal at Atlantic City,
N.J., with six other beautiful
girls preliminary to embarking
on a 22-day entertainment tour of
military installations in Vietnam.
The announcement that Miss
Hatfield, a pop singer and sophomore at Morehead State University, would make the trip was
made by Governor Nunn.

FRANKFORT, July 25 - The are said to have been reduced by
manner in which you conduct about one-third in four Western
your court makes a profound Kentucky counties this year as
and -lasting impression on a you- the result of a program conductngster, Gov. Louie B. Nunn de- ed by the State Department of
clared in a speech prepared for Agriculture,
The program, which cost $150,delivery to the recent Juvenile
Court Judges Conference in Lou- 000, compared to $135,000 last
year, consisted in part of sprayisville.
"Consider for the moment," ing some 100,000 acres in Hopkihe said, "how it must look to ns, Mublenberg, McLean and
young persons - and adults as Webster counties, where moswell-when they witness or hear ouitoes are said to thrive on the
of a judge voiding traffic ticeets
and reducing drunken driving brackish waters of the coal fielcharges to accommodate friends. ds.
"What do our young citizens
think when they read that judges STUDY SUGGESTED
fail or refuse to report traffic
The Legislature, convening in
violations and convictions to
"IF IT'S TUESDAY THIS
state authorities, so that points January, should study reorganiMUST BE BELGIUM"
and perhaps licenses won't be zation of the State Board of
Health which now consists of
lost by the violater?"
These were just some of the seven physicians, a dentist, a
things the Governor said. Anoth- pharmacist and an osteopath,
er was: "It is heartening to see says a Legislative Research Cothe effective cooperation that ex- -rnmission report.
The object would be to bring
ists between the Department of
Child Welfare (sponsor of the about "broader public participaconference) and Juvenile Judges tion which is not realized to its
around the state...." He added: fullest possibilities" the report
DARRYL r zkyucK s
THE
board does
"We challenge you to use your reasons, "since the'
1...C:P/S
1cSOE.4E37.
represent
not
cross-section
a
influence and energies toward
DAY
encouraging other officials and of health-related professionals
2.• tee e. rft 111••• 10, COAR/tuv3 •/•
and
the
public."
citizens within your communities
itomasetO Ip WA.
••
_
to make a major effort toward
BEUIA
NUNN _HALL '
the preeervation of Kentucky's
most valuable natural resourceThe now, 10-story $2.5 million
our children."
residence hall scheduled for occ- 111101111
111111
11111
.
!EPrrmmir
-e--,r"!.
w
upancy this fall at Morehead
ACCREDITATION COMPLETE
MURRAY:
State University, Morehead ,will
DI-Ipa THEATIRK
• Kentucky's psychiatric hospit- be named Bella Nunn Hall in honor
of
Mrs.
Louie
B.
Nunn,
wife
al system stands fully accredited
for the first time in history. of the Governor of Kentucky.
This is the second-time MoreGovernor Louie B. Nuntianade
this announcement when notified head regents have named a cbrRiflesKentucky State Hospital at Dan- mitory in honor of the wile of a
Governor.
Fields
Hall,
construville and Western State at Hopkinsville had been elevated to cted in 1927, was named for Mrs.
such status by the National Joint W. J. Fields, wife of the 1923-27
Commission on Accreditation of governor.
Morehead President Adron Do—white* di..ød of World War H topan!
Hospitals.
COLUM131A PICTURES Presents
Central State at Louisville and ran, said "Mrs. Nunn is truly a
A DitiO DE tAJCIENT'S '',200,1.0)ON Sixrei
Eastern State at Lexington alrea- remarkable woman, whose condy were accredited. It means all tributions to the state have been
11011MIT
four hospitals can now treat pat- exceedingly meaningful.
IPEACP=S01°_01
:4
ients using Medicare and Medi- "The Morehead campus coin3)
caid. Mental Health Commission- menity is in complete accord
-PLUS
er Dale H. Farabee said 19 of with the Board of Regents in this
50 , states now have complete action."
HO SN ITCHE D
accreditation.
THE PILLS le ITH
JUVENILE HALFWAYS
THE ASPIRINS?
ado.
ARMOR GETS SITE
Halfway houses for selected
Ill
UIU
WI •
Under an agreement signed by juveniles released from correcthe Kentucky Reclamation Comm- tional institutions in Kentucky
ission, the U. S. Corps of Engin- are to be established in Jeffern County and Northern Keneers and the Peabody Coal Company, some 22,400 acres of strip- tucky through a $50,000 grant
mined land in Muhlenberg County approved by the U, S. Departwill be available next spring as
a training site for armored units
of the Kentucky National Guard,
Kentucky Adjutant General Larry C. Dawson saida major benefit to the 1st and Zd Tank Battalions of the 123d Armored, located
G AND H MOBILE HOMES
in Western Kentucky, will be
NEW and USED
elimination of travel time to and
_SALES. SERVICE AND PARK TIN:AL
from the armored training center
HWY 94. DNIE MILE EAST OF MURPAY
at Fart Knox,
°erica PH 753-6685
Natural Resources Commissioner James S. Shropshire said
some of the land will be improvGIL G. HOPSON
JOHN 0 GROG.
ed by combat engineers using,
ammi
HOM
Ph
436.5800
lmC3 2985
bulldozers and other grading equipment.

held by Circuit Judge James Laseiter and later
ENATOR Edward M. Kennedy's public statement on the acby the state Court of Appeals.
the board has been favorable to the merger
cident that took the life of a young secretary still leaves a lot
With funds from the occupational tae, the
idea.
school system CAR proceed with a proposed
of unanswered questions about his conduct. and therefore about
State law permits the merger of two school
three-year plan t obuild new schools and close
his own political future and the direction of the Democratic
systems operating in the same county prodown some of the present schools in the county.
viding it is the city or independent system,
Party.
Included in this plan is the construction of
which becomes a part of the county system.
Senator Kennedy did not explain why he went off a small
a central high school to replace North and
completion
The
of the consolidation cannot be
South Marshall High Schools and the Benton
bridge. But more importantly, his conduct between the time of
done without approval of both boards.
High School. Duke said several sites have been
the accident and his reporting of it more than eight hours later
If the merger plan is adopted by the county
checked by the bard although no negotiations
school
board,
it will mean the abolishment of
raises grave doubts about his ability to act responsibly in a difhave started. He added that some of the sites
the city school board and the position of city
have already been approved by the state deficult situation.
school superintendent.
partment of eelucition.
Perhaps all of this can be explained; perhaps'the senator
, The eventual elan would have elementary
members
did everything that was humanly possible, but he ems not given
will resign
All of the school board
schools in Shane, Calvert City, and East
exception
of
will
person
who
one
bewith
the
enough evidence to justify such a conclusion
Marshall, a new school which will open this
come a member of the county board. No deInstead he has chosen to avoid the examination of a trial by
year as a replaument for the schools at Fair.
cision has been made by the city board memdealing and Hardin.
pleading guilty to a minor charge and by defending himself in
The North and South Marshall High Schools
a prepared statement rather than receiving questions on conbers as to who that one persons will be.
will become elenenthry schools and the BenJoe Duke, city school superintendent, did
duct he himself described as "indefensible."
ton High School will become a part of the city's
not comment on his future plans, saying only
The standards for a man being considered for the highest
elementary schtel.
that he was undecided. He added that he has
office in the land are far different from those for holding a
citizen criminally or even civilly liable. When a Man enters public life and especially when he is a prime candidate for a presidential nomination he subjects himself to the closest possible
scrutiny of his character and ability.
In the office of the presidency there is a requirement of coolness and responsibility in difficult, pressing situations far beyond
the ordinary, and unhappily Kennedy's conduct after the accident
raises grave and legitimate doubts as to whether he meets these
recce the Boy Scout activities
Stephen F. Harantha, of Me- son, Henry Ward, Earl Warren,
n the Kentucky counties of Mcrequirements.
tropolis, was elected president .Edward L. Welch, Keith YanCracken, Ballard, Carlisle, HickKennedy's call for response from the people of Massachusetts of the Four Rivers Council of cey, Robert Winkel, Robert
eian, Fulton, Graves, Calloway,
is of no help in assessing his position in his party and nation. the Boy Scouts at a meeting Moyer, John Edd Walker, Henry
Marshall and Lieirfgston, Mashere Monday night of the coun- 0. Whitlow, F. C. Cavin, W.
County, Illinois, and Obion
His continuance in the Senate is quite different from his seeking
sac
cil's executive board. He suc- Polk Glover, James E. Garri:county, Tennessee.
the presidency. Furthermore the majority of thoughtful people ceed_s Dr. Ralph Woods, of
son,
Luther
Robertson, L. C.
Mureven in Massachusetts will not express'themselves immediately. ray, w h o becomes a national Burkhalter, Glenn Veneklasen.
Council members at large are:
and most of the response is coming from eager admirers and representative of the council.
Robert Cherry, Byron Gard- Where Your Money
bitter enemies.
Goes
Vice presidents named were
It is tar too early to assess the impact and too early to write Paul Martin, Paducah, Robert ner, M.D., George W. Halley,
Russell T. Lund, Russell Mills;
Where does the Federal
off Kennedy's chances of being nominated for the presidency. Moyer, Murray, Edward Welch Robert Orr, M.D., Earl Osborne,
dollar come from and
tax
but Democratic politicians looking for a candidate will assuredly Union City, and Robert Winkel, Tipton Reed, Joe Huff, W. M.
Paducah. William, G. Canfield, Blackstone;
where
does it go?
be more leery of Kennedy.
Paducah, was re-elected t h e
A
look
at Federal revenue
W. LeRoy Borgerding, Dr.
Many of the professionals, in big cities and in labor unions council commissioner, and
Wm. N. Carpenter, Judge War- sources reveals that individespecially, will be putting their muscle behind a candidate in Frank teeth Jr., was reelected ren
Eaton, E. W. Finch, Charles ual income tax payments
the near future. The most likely gainer will be Senator Edmund treasurer.
Fisctier, Anthony Frerman,
Jack Piers, Henry 0. Whitlow ble Gregory, J. Ken Koster, make up 46 cents of the
S. Muskie, a man offensive to almost no one in the party who.
and Guy L. Gray, all of Padu- Richard D. Howe,
Government's tax dollar (or
John Nicol;
like Franklin Roosevelt in 1920. turned a losing attempt at the cah, were elected
as national • JEmes P. Stagg, Lawrence $90 billion a year); corporavice presidency into an opportunity to impress party regulars council representatives.
Stanton. Charles Stratton, Dr. tion taxes, 19 cents; excise
and dissidents alike.
Members elected to the execu- Harry Williams, ledge W. Peltaxes, eight cents; social inSenator Eugene McCarthy has now apparently withdrawn tive board are: C. A. Byrn Jr., ham McMurry, Dr. R. S. CooDick Boyd, W. G. Canfield, per, P. J. Grumley, James surance taxes and contribufrom the Democratic Party, eliminating himself as a contender Vince
Clark, Julian C a rroll, Rieke, John S. P te r s, Don tions, 23 cents; licenses and
in 1974 but ironically opening the door for a long shot chance for George Covington Jr., Dr. Ed- Burchfield, Nelson A. Tripp,
other taxes, four cents.
win Davis, 'Douglas Edwards, Billy Morgan and Philip R. Day.
renomination by Hubert Humphrey.
Where does the money
The following were named to
, Humphrey now has a strong chance of gaining McCarthy's David Fisher, Curtis Guffey,
Ralph Graves Jr., Larry Ham- the advisory council to the go? The first 53 cents goes
Senate seat next year since McCarthy has said he will not rein. mett, Dr. Don
into defense, including 13
board:
Haugh;
•
The former vice president still is a power in hisparti,but
Dr. George., Widener, Russell._ cents for the Vietnam war.
Dr. James C.• HerteJer. Torn
;.4
this ilia it-seems unlikely that Humphrey. who will
be 61 in Rogancamp, Turner Kirkland, Badgett, Walter Davis, Jack Veterans programs take a
Frank Kolb Jr., Stephen Hama, Keiler, John C. Lovett, George
WM will want to run again.
nickel. Interest on our natha, Rev. Reeves Locke, David Crounse, M. 0. DeJarnett:
But the 1972 conventions are a long way off. The pre-con
Holmes Ellis, Fenner Heath- tional debt takes 11 cents
ven- Lookosfsky, Bob T. Long Sr.,
tion primaries could provide Kennedy or even a
relative un- Paul Martin, H. C. Mathis, Bill
cock, F.A. feemra, G. Anthony of every tax dollar. One
known with the chance to convince the professionals
of vote- Murphy, W. Ray Mofield, HarJohnston, Roy C. Manchester, penny goes for natural reold Osbourne, Joe Powell, C.
getting ability.
Fred Nagel, Wm. F. Paxton and sources, two cents for housStanley Pirtle;
The direction taken by Senator Kennedy and his
Stanley Fetter.
ing and community develop- ESTIMATES EXCEEDED
party will
Richard Peak, Roger Swan
be largely influenced by Richard Nixon. If the
The Four Rivers Council di- ment, four cents for educaPresident achieves
a settlement in Vietnam and can run as an
A report by Finance Commisse
tion, nine cents for health
incumbent not crip
Albert Christen and Revenioner
pled by a major domestic crisis, he will be
programs and a penny for
almost impossible te
ue Commissioner James E. Luckdefeat. Indeed a national poll just before
other
social services. For- ett shows that Kentucky's 5 per
Kennedy's accident
showed Nixon with a comfortable margin.
eign aid costs two cents, cent sales tax for its first full
In such a situation Kennedy and other
space three cents, agricul- fiscal year totaled $247,515,438,
Democrats would be
about $3.5 million more than exmuch less willing to undertake the personal
they
then
So
that
are
in
the
cannot
flesh
please
God.
Romans
8:g. ture three cents, commerce
and political risks
pected.
Life is a strange mixture of body and spirit. If we think only and
for running. Furthermore Kennedy is young
transportat
ion
proenough to wait an
In fiscal 196'7-68 , sales tax
physical
things
of
we
cannot
please
God.
other seven years before seeking the nomination.
grams get six cents.
. eee
receipts $155.3 million, but reBut if he remains in public life he must
fleeted only two months of the
face the accident as
two per cent increase passed
an important part of his political history.
And if he ever asks
by the 1968 Legislature.
Business *Si
his party and countrymen to make him
president he must be prePan i mutuel tax receipts rose
mass purge of the Red Chinese For sEducation
pared to offer a better explanation of his
sharply for fiscal 1968-69, but
conduct than he has
army.
YORK (UPI) - cigarette collections, amounting
NEW
thus far given.
A thought for the day
While colleges and universities to $11,1 million, were $250,000
by United Press Intornationol American writer Oliver Wen-The Commercial Appeal
at one time -looked to individual below estimates. The consumpToday is Wednesday, July dell Holmes said. "Sin h a wealth for major
.
a
support, it's tion tax on distilled spirits
also
30th, the 211th day of 1969 with many tools, but a lie
is the now American business that har dipped.
154 to follow.
handle which fits them all."
moved to the forefront as tilt
CAN'T BEAT IT
nation's top contributor tc
The moon is between its full
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
By 1970
higher education.
phase and last quarter.
Interest disellryed by industrial
according to an F. A. WoolThe morning stars are Venus
executives in opportunities for
Men's Shoe
executive.
corporate con expansion
worth
and Saturn.
in Kentucky prompted
output Up.
trunnion to colleges and uni- the Kentucky
WASHINGTON - Sen. Thomas J. Dodd, D-Conn., talking about the
Department of Corn
approximate
will
hall
versities
The evening stars are Mercuprospects for passage of aproposed law that would make possession
merce to send a delegation o
NEW
YORK- 1(UPI)
ry, Mars and Jupiter.
a billion dollars a year.
of nearly all pistols illegal:
19 Kentucky professionals to the
Men's shoes' harecome a long
On this day in history:
W. It. !tarns,.vice president Minneapolis-St. Paul
"No admonition will create _e groundswell of public support.
area with
way,
but
they've
still
got
merchandisin
a long for
g with the
It apparently tekes the death of a beloved leader to temporarily
first-hand information.
way
to
go.
In 1916, German saboteurs
pony, in a commencement adcbe that."
Acting on instructions from
That a the way Meinhard- drop, at Young Harris College,
blew up a munitions dump at
Governor Nunn to make facts on
Commercial
Corp.
Black
describes 'the initt:d that since 1959 dic edu- Kentucky's
Tom Island just outside
MONTGOMERY, Ala. - Dr. Wernher von Braun, commenting on
Industrial climate
the advisability of continuing a strong American effort in space: Jersey City, causing an esti- progress * riien's shoe production cational contributions of Ameri available to those seeking it,
ha.4
made
in
mated
himparison
$22
million
eau
business
damage.
have
nitli
aseumed
'an Commerce Commissioner
"When the Mayflower landed on American slicerses the Pilgrims
Paul
In 1937, the American Fed- women's shoe output in the inrreasingly important role "as
did not envision the nation that would eventually evolve. Neither
Grubbs said "presenting this
rast 10 yearn.
eration
of
Radio
Artists
substitute
was
the
a
frir
"bounty
-of
can we truly say what will. ultimately spring from ttfe footprints
industrialists in their
data
The ,hnar,',rnt and fa, t.,ring inilitiujual 414,-as3lItropists.'' •
organized es a • anit ot the AF
around Tranquility Base*
ho9k offices ti
"
pr9
qui.
fit
•.
.aiFh!
iniftictili
t
'1942,
Piraftteflt
corporations
mate
t
con'WASHINGTON - Seri:Everett
Dirksen;R-11E,on the possibility
shoe production of 129,035,00U. tributed $50 million to colleps
NEEDLES BLUNTED
of administration forces accepting some form of compromise on D. Roosevelt signed a bill creating a female branch of the piers rose 27.:1- per rrnt.. over 'and unix
extensiOn al the Incometax surcharge:
1958 hereas 291,641.000 pairs I 10 millionisv 195.9. to S200
“When you can't get a whole loaf, you take what bread you can UMS. Navy celled 'Waves.'
Salt marsh mosquitoes, some-I
In 4967, news from behind of women's shoes representi.:d a
in i 9u2. and to !MOO times called "flyine hepodermee
eet."
the Bamboo eurtain told of a gain of 7.7 per cent sine,. 411.11.
iii 19611,
needles" because of their bitee
ee,

Metropolis Man Selected
To Head Boy Scout Council
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BASEBALL ROUNDUP
National League
Its not the hot summer which
is closing in on the Chicago Cubs
and New York Mets. it's the hot
St. LouLs Cardinals.
They have won 19 of their last
27 games and in their last 22
games have lopped seven games
off the Cubs' lead in the lost
column.
"Nine games aren't that much," said Dal Maxvill after the
Cardinals beat the San Diego
Padres, 10-4, Tuesday night and
it was significant that he referred to the lead the Cubs have and
not the 41/2 games that separate
the Cardinals from the secondplace Mets.
"Before we weren't able to
coordinate our pitching and hitting. Now we are."
The Cardinals went into the
seventh inning trailing 4-3, Tuesday night, but rallied for seven
runs to pick up further ground on
the Cubs, who lost an afternoon
game to the San Francisco Giants, 4-2, The Mets' doubleheader
with the Houston Astros was rained out.
The Los Angeles Dodgers scored a 6-5 victory over the Pittsburgh Pirates after a 4-2 loss
and the Cincinnati Reds defeated
the Montreal Expos, 4-2, in the
other NL games. Atlanta at Philadelphia also was rained out.
Willie Stargell won the first
pipe for the Pirates when he
tatt a two-run homer with two
Out in the 10th inning. The Pirates had tied the score at 2-2 in
the eighth inning on FredPatek's
homer and singles by Jose Martinez and Stargell.
The Dodgers trailed,4-2, going
into the sixth inning of the second
game when they rallied for four
runs on six singles to gain the
split. Tom Hutton's two-run single was the climactic blow of the
rally which also included singles
by Len Gabrielson, Tom Haller,
Bill Sudakis, Ted Sizemore and
Manny Mota.
Bobby Tolan singled in the tiebreaking run for the Reds in the
fifth inning and Jim Merritt went
on to win his 10th game with a
four-hitter. Merritt struck out
six and walked two as the Reds
handed Bill Stoneman his 13th
loss against six victories.

American League
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
Mickey Lolich and Denny McLain are friends again so it's
probably not surprising that they
had a common enemy Tuesday
night.
Lolich found a nemesis in the
Minnesota Twins when they blasted him for five runs in seven
innings en route to a 5-2 victory,
in the first game of a doubleheader.
McLain followed the lefthander
to the mound in the second game.
He found the Twins even more
difficult and was bombed for nine
runs in 414 innings as the Twins

Ken-Lake Club
Holds Races

romped to an 11-5 victory.
The Minnesota sweep moved
the Twins 3i games ahead of the
Oakland A's, who beat New York,
6-5, with the help of Reggie Jackson's 40th homer. The blast put
Jackson 23 games ahead of Babe
Ruth's pace and just one game
behind Roger Marts' timetable
in their record home-run years.

Over fifty riders representing six states, participated in
the motorcycle races held by
the Ken-Lake Cycle Club over
the past weekend.
Local winners in the various
classes wene Kenny Thomas
(175 class); Larry Cunningham,
(open class); arid Gerald Powell,
(100 Class).

Other AL Games
In other American League games, Baltimore edged Kansas
City, 4-1, Cleveland swept Chicago, 4-3 in 11 innings and 9-5,
Washington topped Seattle, 4-2
and California beat Boston, 44.
Baltimore stretched its Eastern Division lead to 14 games by
stopping Kansas City. Mike Cueliar scattered nine hits to boost
his record to 12-9. Boog Powell
hit his 28th homer for the Orioles.
Ramon Webster's two-run pinch triple snapped Jack Aker's
string of 33 2-3 innings of scoreless relief pitching and BobJohnson followed with a pinch single
scoring Webster as Oakland rall- Pictured here are the Braves of the Park Lea gue of the Murray Baseball Association. Front
ied for three runs in the eighth row, left to right: Terry Smith, Joy McClure, Nick Swift, Mickey Overbey, Gary Emerson,
Fred Kemp. Second row, left to right: Chris M cClure, Ernie Dodd, David Miles, Tim Harrell,
to beat New York.
Scott Scarbrough and Andy Harrell. Coaches are Bill Harrell and Jimmy Emerson.
Doubleheader,Sweep
Duke Sims' Ilth inning homer
in the opener and Eddie Leon's
first major league homer in a
six-run seventh inning in the
nightcap carried Cleveland to
the doubleheader sweep over Chicago. It was the first sweep ofthe
year for the Indians.
Jay Johnstone led off the ninth
with a homer to hand California
the victory over Boston. Johnstone blooped a 3-1 pitch off reliever Vicente Romo. The victory moved California ahead of
Chicago and out bf last place
for the first time since May 10.
Solo homers by Lee Maye,
Ken McMullen and Bernie Allen
carried Washington past Seattle.
Joe Coleman pitched a five-hitter
for the Senators.

WEDNESDAY - JULY 30, 1965/

Bob Overby placed second
the open class competition and
Bill Laird won his heat in the
open class.
Plans are underway for the
third annual Labor Day Championship to be held at the club
grounds on September 1.
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POWDER PUFF DERBY WINNER Mara Culp of Newport Beach,
Calif., has a visit witlf Mrs. Richard Nixon at the White
House. She won the San Diego-to-Washington race in a
Piper Comanche PA-24 at average speed of 210mph.
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Stabler fulls Quarterback Sneak And
Walks Out Of Oakland Football Camp

PORK

20 OZ. BOTTLE

Sliced As
Mixed Chops

tor "further development."
passing scrimmage. Gabriel
The New Orleans caints cut hit 16-of-27 passes for 128
yards
defensive back Elbert Kimbrou- and Hadl completed 16-of-30
for
gh, a second-year man from Nor- 129 yards as tackling was proFormer Alabama star Kenny thwestern, and former Arkansas
hibited
Stabler, a promising Oakland Ra- quarterback Ronnie South.
As far as Gabriel and Hadl
ider rookie, called an audible The New York Giants released
at the line of scrimmage Tues- Dave Hatlacock, a third-year de- are concerned, it was an effecday and fooled Coach John Madd- fensive back from Memphis Sta. tive strategy.
Nacodoches, Tex. (UPI)- en with a quarterback sneak.
he and the New York Jets cub,
SHARE HONORS
When Umpire Dan Burgess Stabler, who performed well
Cliff Larson, a defensive tackle
called
"safe"
during
the in a rookie scrimmage against drafted seventh from Houston
American Legion baseball, he Dallas last week, walked out of
University.
SYLVANIA, Ohio UPI -Weltermust have been talking about the camp after telling a teammate
Dave Stydanar, rookie guard weights Hedgemon Lewis and Jebaserunners. He certainly did not "I'm just tired of football."
Purdue
from
and son of onerefer to himself.
, "He said he was just fed up time Chicago Bears lineman Joe rry Pellegrinal and featherweiBurgess began to feel unsafe with everything," the teammate Stydanar, told the Bears he was ght Vicente Saldivar shared the
gilAd Boxing Association's FigSunday when Nacodoches cen- related.
retiring on the advice of a phyterfielder Harold Muckleroy
It was the sixth walkout in sician because of aggravation hter of the Month honors for July,
bounced a grounder towards the Raider camp, though four of a neck injury he suffered in It was announced Tuesday.
shortstop.
Infielder Wade rookies returned after a brief high school.
Chaney gloved the hall and threw absence.. Finnis Taylor, the No,
Minor injuries kept Green Bay
to first.
7 draft choice from Prairie View Packer defensive regulars Henry
GREEN SIGNED
A 8/ M, stayed away.
- "Safe" ruled Burgess.
Jordan and Bob Jeter and Giant
Several others left various ca- quarterback Fran Tarkenton out
Chaney threw his glove to the
ground and had a few words with mps on orders from the sidelin- of contact work. Jordan is hamNEW YORK UPI - The New
the umpire. Burgess ejected the es.
pered by a back ailment, Jeter
arguing infielder from the game. The Boston Patriots waived has a leg inflamation and Tar- York Nets of the American BasChaney's mother rushed out into Onree Jackson, the first Negro kenton suffered what is believed ketball Association Tuesday sigthe field, baseball bat in hand, quarterback drafted by a pro to be nerve or tendom damage ned Long Island University's Lutand took a couple of swings at club for that position alone, with to his right arm during a scri- her Green, a 6-foot-7 center drafted third by the Cincinnati Royathe explanation "he was behind mmage.
Burgess posterior.
Burgess tried to fend off fur- the other three quarterbacks." • Quarterbacks Roman Gabriel ls of the National Basketball
ther blows, but was saved when Coach Clive Rush said if no other of the Los Angeles Rams and Association. Green was drafted
the woman's husband escorted team picks up Jackson, he will John Hadl of the San Diego Char- by the Miami Floridians of the
ABA but the Nets acquirednegotbe sent to a minor league club gers enjoyed
his wife off the field.
special handling iating rights from Miami.
By JOHN JEANSONNE
UPI Sports Writer
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American League
National League
East
East
W. L. Pct. GB
W. L Pct. GB
Baltimore
70 31 .693 Chicago
63 40 .612
Detroit
55 44 .556 14
New York 55 41 .573
Boston
56 45 554 14
54 49 .524 9
St. Louis
Wash.
53 53 .500 1944
Pitts.
51 50 .505 11
New York 48 55 .466 23
40 58 .428 20%
Phila
Cleve.
.42 61 .408 29
Montreal
33 68 .329 29
West
West
W. L. Pct. GB
W. L. Pct. GB
Minn.
63 39 .618
Atlanta
58 44 .569
Oakland
57 40 .588 3%
Los Ang.
56 44 .560 1
Seattle
42 58 .420 20
San Fran. 56 46 .549 2
Kan City
42 59 .416 201
/
2
Cincinnati
51 43 .543 3
Calif.
39 60 .394 22%
Houston
51 49 .510 6
Chicago
40 B2 392 23
San Diego 34 70 327 25
Tuesday's Results
T'uesday's Results
Son Free 4 Chicago 2
Balt. 4 Kan City 1, night
St. LOLIII 10 San Diego 4
Pitts 4 Los Ang 2, 1st, 10 inns. Cleve 4 Chi 3, 1st., 11 inns.
Cleve 9 Chicago 5, 2nd
Los Ang 6 Pitts 5, 2nd
Houston at N. Y. 2, ppd., rain Minn 5 Detroit 2, 1st
Minn 11 Detroit 5, 2nd
Cincinnati 4 Montreal 2
Oakland 6 New York 5
Atla at Phila 2nd ppd., rain
Wash 4 Seattle 2
Today's Probable Pitchers
Calif. 4 Boston 3
All Times EDT
Atlanta, Pappas 4-8 and
Todiry's Probable Pitchers
Stone 9-5 at Philadelphia, Jackson 10-10 and Champion 3-5 2, '
All Times EDT
New York, Peterson 10-12 a
7:30 p. m.
Houston, Wilson 11-7 and Oakland, Hunter 9-7, 10:30 p. in
Dierker 12-8 at New York, Boston, Siebert 1-8 at Cali
Koosman 8-5 and Gentry 9-8 fornia, Messers-mith 9-7, 11 p
in.
2, 1 p. in.
Washington, Moore 8-5 at Se
Los Angeles, Osteen 13-8 at
Pittsburgh, Blass 9-7, 8 p. in. attle, Segui 7-4, 11 p.
San Diego, Niekro 6-6 at St. Baltimore, McNally 14-1) a
Kansas City, Nelson 6-9, 8:3
Louis, Gibson 12-8, 9 p. in.
Montreal, Wasiewski 2-3 at p. in.
Detroit, Wilson 9-7 at MIhiie
Cincinnati, Maloney 4-2, 8 p.
San Francisco, Perry 12-7 at sota, Kaat 10-6, 9 p.
Chicago, Horlen 6-12 at Clev
Chicago,. Holtzman 12-5, 2:30
land, McDowell 114,_7:45
"*
(
"'4
4,31110116
' - Isf,;..,e*ft-ei-rp.11,44.1414,14"ttiggL.'•
713g7irt. --"
New York at Oakland-, night
_
Houston at New York
Boston at California, night
r Atla at Phila., 2, twi-night
with Hie glove often, taking the pick-off
Wash at Seattle, nighl
Los Ant Pitts., night
*row from Juan. Marichal in the third
Baltiniore at Kan City, night
San Fran at Chicago
inning.
Detroit at Minn., night
Montreal at Cinci, night
-UPI
Chicago at Cleveland, night
Only games scheduled

IGA

LOOK OF DISBELIEF appears on +he
face of Glenn Beckert of t6 Chicago
Cubs when he hears the umpire yell,
"Out!" W.McCovey had swiped him

1

All Brands

CHEESE PEPSI BISCUITS
'2 Lb. Box

89C

16 Oz, Bottles

690 _ c-an 8

RED OR WHIIE

,
:
,

DY

8 Pack Carton

CABB
AGE
ANAN
A
GRAPES
9
iii9
2
OPEN 24 HOURS -DAILY
LB.

LB.

50

LB.

CLOSED SUNDAYS

ers-ExpressMoney
- - WeiSellWETravelj
RESERVE TtiE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES Prices In This Ad Good Thru Tuesday August-5
A

ta:Z
)
sionoo
ip
.4 IPA'.0 4.1
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Paschall-Boyd Vows To Be Read

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

111111,

'Dean.-AlAt
.J

He's dying
without a will?

Will Ray Family
Has Reunion Held
At Murray Park
The reunion of the family
the late Mr. and Mrs. Will Ray
was held at the City Park on
Sunday, July 13.
All of the seven surviving
children were present besides
a host of other relatives and friends. A bountiful basket lunch
was served at the noon hour

Vowtton'to
Miss Pamela Cooper Exchanges Vows
With Ricky Alexander In Lovely
Ceremony At Northside Baptist Church

Out of town guests were Mrs
Bessie Peak and Mrs. Annie
Mary Smith of Macon, Tenn
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray Peak
Thursday, July 31
and children, Russell, Robin,
The Wranglers Riding Club
and Rhonda, of Memphis, Tenn;
will have a business meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray and
and work night at the riding
children, Kenneth and Kim
pen at six p.m.
•••
Ray, and Mike and Chip Mallet
By Abigail Van Buren
of Chattanooga, Tenn.; Mr. and
Local 959 of the Amalgamated
Mrs. Herman Ray of Cuba, Mo ,
Clothing Workers of America
DEAR ABBY: My sister's husband has an incurable
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Ray, Mr.
will be held at the Court House
at 7:30 p.m. All former emand Mrs. Donald Ray, Jeffrey
disease and according to the doctor he can't last more than
ployees of the Murray-Kent
and Mike, and Mrs. Agnes
•
six months. Believe it or not he is a lawyer, and my sister
Lindsey, St. Louis, Mo.; Mr
Manufacturing Company are
•
doesn't know if he has a will or not. And listen to this. After
urged to attend.
and Mrs. Carter Robertson of
be had one of his bad days she hinted around that maybe he
• ••
Montgomery, Ala.; Mr. and
should put his affairs in order, and he said, "What for? I'm
Friday,
Mrs. Harry Ray of Detroit,
August 1
.kr
not going any place!"
The Senior Citizens Club will
Mich.; Mrs. Melva Sanborn and
Is it possible that he doesn't want to face the facts?
children, Karen and Karla, of
meet at the Community CenThere is a lot involved, as he had a first wife by whom he
ter at 12 noon for the potluck
Mt. Clemens, Mich.; Mr. and
had children, and even grandchildren, and my sister hasn't
luncheon. Hostesses will be
Mrs. Joe Jones, Marsha Jones,
the faintest idea of where she stands. Who should tell him
Mesdames
Meme
and Danny Board of Branders
Mattingly,
how much time he has? We think it's up to the doctor, but
Gladys Hale, a n d Hildred
burg; Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dale
Sharpe.
Ray of Calvert City.
the doctor says he doesn't believe in telling his patients
•• •
Local persons attending were
things like that.
BATON ROUGE
Saturday, August 2
Bun Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Terry
DEAR BATON: From the way your sister "hints
The annual Hendon CemeRay, Mrs. Lottie Jones, Mr. and
tery cleaning will be held. It
around" I doubt if anyone will have to tell her husband
Mrs. Leon Jones and daugh.
Miss Mary Belle Paschall
is located in Stewart County,
anything. Perhaps he knows, and his affairs are sufficiently
tars, Julia and Cynthia, Mrs
Tenn. Donations may be sent
Bu"in order" to suit him.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Paschall, Route Four, Murray, an- Mary Ray, Mr. and Mrs.
to Mrs. Roy Irvan, 717 SycaMr.
Ray,
Irene
Mrs.
Hurt,
ford
nounces the engagement and approaching marriage of their
more, Murray.
son,
daughter, Mary Belle, to Jerry Dan Boyd, son of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Larry Ray arid
DEAR ABBY: In answer to "BOTHERED" whose
•••
and Mrs. Danny
Mr.
Michael,
Carnol
Boyd,
Route Three, Puryear, Tennessee.
husband looks at other women and comments on them: This
A cleanup clay will be held
nd
Miss Paschall is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ber- Harrell and sons, Doug a
is not an irritating problem, it's a healthy one. What does she
in the morning at the Bogard
Barry, Mrs. Gloria Latimer and
nice
B.
Boyd,
1619
West
Main
Street,
Murray,
and Mrs. Mary children, James Ray and Tomwant—a dead man to live with?
Cemetery near the Mo-Go Oil
I've been married to a "looker" for 35 years, and I
Company on U.S. Highway 6411 Francis Oakley, 300 Elm Street, Murray, and the late Barney mie, Gary Ray, Trecia Crouch,
North. A basket lunch will be Paschall,
wouldn't have him any other way- if Harry quitskinking,
Mrs. Oils Beach, Mr.
_
Mr. Boyd is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mr. and
served at noon.
he's no gooctto me either.
Glen Beach and chilMrs.
and
Franklin Boyd and the late Mr. and Mrs. Sammy D. Paschall.
• ••
dren, Carla and Tracy, Mr. and
My husband loves people, and in his business he has
The bride-elect is a 1965 graduate of Calloway County
The school of instruction for
Mrs. Jimmy White and childcome in contact with lots of them. You should seethe older
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order High School and a 1969 graduate of Murray State University ren, Jerry, Vickie, and Susan,.
ones light up when Harry calls them, "Dear, Honey, and
of the Rainbow for Girls will with an area in business education. She is presently employed Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Bell and
Doll."
be conducted at the Masonic in the Student Financial Aid Office at Murray State University. children, Tommie and Janna
As long as he comes home to me every night, I'll never
The groom-elect is a 1966 graduate of Cottage Grove High Mrs. Addie Jones, Mrs. Noma
Hall by Mrs. Lorraine Payne,
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Alexander
worry. If a man chases, do you know who's responsible for
supreme hope and supreme -in- School and is presently employed with the Midland-Ross Corpor- Miller, Mrs. Erma Outland, Mrs.
ation, Paris, Tennessee.
it? His WIFE! A jealous, nagging, belittling wife will drive a
Marvin Parks, Mrs. Lillie Jones,
The sanctuary of the North- candles and rolled the white spector in Kentucky, at one
The wedding will be solemnized at the Sinking Spring Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Jones.
man to other women quicker than anything I know.
p.m.
A
potluck
supper
will
be
side Baptist Church was the 'carpet down the path of the-"
Baptist Church on Saturday. August 30 at three o'clock in the Price Lassiter and grandson.
So tell "Bothered" to be glad her husband "looks," and if
scene of the wedding of Miss bride preceding the ceremony. served at six p.m. and the inafternoon. A reception will follow the ceremony. No formal invi• ••
spection will follow.
he ever quits looking, he's over the hill, and she might as
Pamela Cooper, daughter of Mr.
Mothers' Dresses
•••
tations are being sent, but all friends and relatives of the couple
well bury him.
and Mrs. Rex Camp of Murray
MRS. N. IN PHOENIX
Mrs. Camp chose for her
are invited to attend the wedding and reception.
Sunday, August 3
Route One, to Ricky Alexander, daughter's wedding a brown
The couple plans to live on Route Two, Hazel.
Open house will be held at
son
of
Mr.
and
and
white
Mrs.
dress
Elbert
with
white
acDEAR ABBY What factor do you consider the most
the
old
Calloway
County
Court
Alexander
of Murray Route cessories and a corsage of
essential if a woman is to have a lasting marriage? ELLEN
House from two to five p.m.
Six.
white carnations.
•• •
Rev. Randolph Allen perDEAR ELLEN: A lasting husband.
Miss Linda Carol Billington,
The groom's mother was atformed the impressive double
Miss Kay Houston and Miss July 10th bride of Donald Paul
in an aqua dress with
tired
ring ceremony on Friday, June
Amy Houston of Lexington, Lee, was honored prior to her
DEAR ABBY: A mother signed "WORRIED" wrote that
accessories and her cor20, at seven-thirty o'clock in white
Tenn., are the guests of their wedding on Tuesday evening,
her six-year-old daughter had been taken into the woods by a
was of white carnations
sage
the evening.
Another delightful courtesy aunt, Mrs. Eugene Scott and July 8, with a patio dinner parAlso present for the wedding
12-year-old neighbor boy three times, but she [the mother]
extended
to Miss Janith Lou- family.
grandDunn,
ty at the home of Mr. and Mrs
A
program
Daisy
of
Mrs.
nuptial music were
was told that she could do nothing about it until she had
.• •
A. B. Crass, 300 North 7th
Miss Patricia Anne Doran ise Jones, August 17th bridemedical proof of actual damage. Whoever told her that was was presented by Miss Nancy mother of the bride, and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Quincy Lee of Street.
grand- and James Gardner Weather- elect of William Richard WilMurray,
Allen,
pianist,
of
Brumley
and
Mrs.
Janice
Lena
wrong!
son, was the luncheon held on Roswell, New Mexico, arrived
Co-hosts for the occasion
Graham, soloist. Miss Allen mother of the groom.
ly whose marriage will be an
If there is a juvenile department in her town or county,
the
August
Saturday.
kept
30, Thursday, July 24, at one o'- Tuesday for a visit with their with Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Crass
played several numbers a n d
event of
Miss Gail Vaughn
that mother should talk to them about her problem. She the traditional
daughter, Mrs. W. C. Duncan, were Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
were the honored guests at a clock in the afternoon.
wedding mar- register at the church.
The gracious hostesses for Mr. Duncan, and daughter, Crass.
should also consult her county attorney who will inform her ches. Mrs. Graham sang "The
Reception
dinner party held at Columbia,
the luncheon held at the Red Meg, Beth, and Amy Sue.
of her rights in regard to trespassing and molesting.
The lovely bride-elect was atLord's Prayer".
Following the wedding a Tenn., on Saturday, July 26.
• ••
Trespassing involves the right to keep people off one's
tired in an organdy frock of
The church was beautifully small reception for thirty memDr. and Mrs. Carl Gardner, Room of Holiday Inn were Mrs.
lemon ice and strawberry peach
property [either owned or rented], and molesting involves decorated for the wedding with bers of the family and close Jr., were hosts for the dinner Hugo Wilson and daughters,
Ronda, Donna, and Judy, and
The hosts presented her with
"bothering" a person, mentally or physically. [It includes the altar being centered with friends was held at the home held at their home in ColumMrs. James Lassiter.
a corsage of crystal white daisthe white wrought iron area of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cunn- bia.
just "speaking" to a person against his will.]
For the occasion the honoDoran
Six.
Miss
occasion
Route
ies.
flanked
by
Murray
the
baskets
on
For
ingham
of
white
In most states, a person who is being molested can take
The patio was lighted at vantgladioli and palms. Adding elegThe bride's table was over- chose to wear from her trous- ree chose to wear from her
two witnesses and go to the molester [or in the case of a
age points spotlighting bouance to the wedding scene were laid with a white sloth and seau a navy and white knit trousseau a bittersweet and naminor, to the parents or guardian] and in the presence of the
quets of daisies, snapdragons,
the two six branched candela- centered with the beautiful dress with red, white, and blue tural linen dress with natural
accessories.
two witnesses tell the molester to stay away from the family
and green zinnias. The patio
bra holding white candles. The wedding cake. Cake and punch accessories.
Miss Jones was presented
and property of the molested. If the molesting does not stop, family pews were marked witn were served.
tables were centered with pottThe dinner was served buffet
on
Hosford
Mrs.
Mack
and
Mr.
the molested can file charges with the county attorney.
greenery and white bows.
After the reception the cou- style from the table centered with a gift corsage fashioned Park Street in Puryear quietly ed daisies of yellow and white
with a flower created from
with ivy accent. Lemon yellow
If the molested person feels there is any danger when be
Bride's Dress
ple left for an unannounced with an arrangement of yeljade greenery decorated with celebrated their 55th wedding placemats and matching cups
h
e
T
daisies.
bride
the
The
white
with
bride,
trip
wedding
and
given
low
in marriage
goes to serve notice on the molester, be shoeld take a
anniversary
Sunday,
20,
at
July
and plates in the "Love Me,
by her stepfather, was lovely wearing a pink dress trimmed guests were seated at card small white wedding bells.
policeman or sheriff with him to protect him and his
Corsages fashioned in a sim- their home with an old fashioned Love Me Not" daisy pattern
in her floor length wedding in white with white accessories tables overlaid with white lincountry
with
dinner
their
HAS BEEN THERE
ilar
manner
were
presented
to
gown of white Chantilly lace
were used for the occasion.
They are now at home_ on en. cloths.
.
Mrs. Canrad Jones, mother of children all present to
The buffet table was draped
Miss Doran and Mr. WeatherRwarybody bas a maim. Ilitat's yours? For a permed over satin. The dress was fash- Murray Route Six. Mrs. Alex.
the honoree, Mrs. Carl Lock- celebrate the occasion.
with a lovely ecru cloth of linreply write to Abby, Box 61700. Los Angeles, CaL 111Nalid ioned with a five tiered skirt of ander will be a senior at one ly were presented with a love- hart,
The
children
Mr.
and
are:
Mrs.
grandmother
of
the
bridethe lace and the bodice featur- of the local high schools. Mr. ly wedding gift by Dr. and Mrs.
en. Large sunshine daisies with
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
.elect, and Mrs. J. B. Wilson, Luther Hosford, Sr., Mr. and orange centers complimented
ed a square neckline w
long Alexander is a graduate of Cal- Gardner.
Mrs. Luther Hosford, Jr., and two
the serving table.
Included in the hospitality mother of the groom-elect.
Hate le write letters? Seed $1 Ls Abby, BM Wee, Lea lace sleeves. Her I
train loway County High School and
Lovely wedding gifts were sons, all from Nashville; Mr. and Miss Billington and Mr. Lee
Asireies, Cal. 144, Oar Abby's booldet, "How ts Write lAtten was attached to the
her is now employed at the Gener were twenty relatives of the presented
to the bride-elect in- Mrs. Joe Mack Hosford and were presented an antique
dress.
al Tire and Rubber Company, Weatherly family.
•1sr AB °maim"
cluding an autograph cookbook children from Murray, Kentucky. cream and sugar set
•••
Her headdress w
in the
1 e Mayfield.
by Mrs. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Hosford are in fern pattern as a wedding gift
Prenuptial Evonts
satin bow to which
el
The
dining
table
was
lovely excellent health and enjoyed a from the hosts.
RODGERS ADMITTED
length veil of illusi • was a
Prertimtial events held in the
with a central arrangement of most happy day with their The wedding
tached. Her only jewelry was honor of the bride were a perparty composed
greenery and white satin wedd- children and friends who called
a single strand of pearls, gift sonal shower by Miss Barbara
the guest list. Those enjoying
ing
bells.
Matching
green
ribexpress their best wishes a the delicious dinner were Mr
NEW YORK UPI Song writer
of her grandmother, Mrs. Daisy Rose and Mrs. Gary Burkeen at
Dunn of Chicago, Ill. She car- the Triangle Inn; a miscellan- Richard Rodgers, admitted to the bon was gracefully entwined on wish them many- more happ and Mrs. Dan Shipley, Dana
ried a bridal bqeqpet of rose- eous shower given by Mrs. Har- hospital Saturday, suffering from the table leading from the cen- years together.
Shipley, Gina Shipley, Mr. and
buds, daisies, and bAy's breath. old Vaughn and Miss Wanda a slight heart attack was reported terpiece to each place card. The
Mrs. Donald Hale of Atlanta,
place
cards
carried -out t he
Miss Wanda Faye Types, cou- Faye Tynes at the Southside Improving today. The 67-year-old
Ga., Glenis Wilkes of Baton
'Death Row'Crowded
sin of the bride, was maid of Restaurant; and a bridal show- composer, described as "very green and white bridal motif.
Rouge, La., Miss Jeanie BillingGuests signed the bridal
honor. She was lovely in her er given by Mrs. Larry Cunn- sick" when taken to the hospital,
ton of Lexington, Mr. and Mrs.
MANILA
(1.1PI)
Philippine
book
from
a
table
decorated
floor length dress of blue illus- ingham at her home.
will be released from Lenox Hill
laws allow capital punishment Ewing Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Owen
with gifts to the honoree.
• ••
ion-ever satin fashioned with an
Billington, Misses Susan and
Hospital in a week or two accordA delightful salad plate was
empire waistline with a lace
Laurie Crass, and the hosts
ing to hospital authorities.
show 226 convicts are conred
served
m.
twelve
to
the
guests
and
bodice. The dress also featured
:
if thee
rimNinaal
tiso
.nal 1Paetniesttenfitiaryress J yRaneta, houseguest of the
the hostesses.
a train in the back. The neck- Mexican
'-'Crass', also shared in the Usti"Death
•
•
•
Spending
Row."
line, waistline, and armholes In
' - vities.
United States
were outlined with small green
MEXICO CITY (UPI) — Joan Crawford
and
4 flowers. Hiker headGame Laws Cover
Mexican
tourists in the United In Thniler
dress
of blue material daisLots of'Ground
States
in
1101.I.YW(X/D
(UPI)
-196/.spent
Joan
$162.6
ies wi a short veil attached.
million,
says the American Crawford will star in an
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (UPI) —
She carried a bouquet o f
white carnations accented in Chamber of Commerce of science-fiction thriller for Warner Friforcenient personnel of the
Bros. titled "Frog."
Wyoming Game and Fish Cornblue with baby's breath and Mexico.
Brisondine Studio
'mission arrested 53 persona durlong blue streamers with lovMembers of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers AsMr. and Mrs. Robinson
er's knots attached.
ring January for violations of
sociation in Calloway County will meet at 2 p.m. SaturMrs. Larry (Susan) Cunninggame and fish laws.
day, August 9. 1969. to nominate candidates for director
ham, sister of the groom, was
Violations included shooting
for District # 3 (West of the L&N Railroad). The meet
the bridesmaid. She wore a
from a public road, failure to
ing will be held at the Courthouse. Murray, Kentucky.
light blue satin dress under
stop at a check station, resistBURLINGTON,
Min should chet k shoes
VT.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Robinson of Puryear, Route 1 were white lace designed similar to
On Saturday, August. 23rd, polls will open at the same
ing arrest, hunting rabbits with(UP!): "Putting your best for, necessary repairs to
out a license, shooting illegal
location from 9 a.m. until 4 p,m. and official ballots
honored by their children „pith open house on June Zit in that of the maid of honor. Her
foot forward" means4-ear- scratches, rundown heels,
headpiece was a bandeau of
ducks during the, special malwill be provided for members to elect a director. The
observance of their sixtieth v`redding anniversary.
dirt
marks
and
lack
of
a
ing the right shoxs when
the same material with a short
lard drake -season, killing andirector will be elected for a term of three years.
shine.
The lovely affair was in the home of their oldest son, Mr. veil
attached. She earned a
applying for a job:
telope out of season and waste
Clifton Robinson and Mrs. Robinson, Puryear, when friends and bouquet of white
Sneakers are Iwo-prong
carnations acThe election of August 23rd afil not be held in Districts
Clothing specialists in
of game meat
ra spots — they're defirelatives called between the hours of two to five o'clock in the cented in blue with blue streathe Extension Service of
where there is only one nominee and such nominee will
* * *
nitely "out" for irrterviews
afternoon to congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Robinson.
the University of Vermont
mers.
be declared duly elected for the respective district
can
hurt
and
feet
on
the
by
say that potential employRichard Tynes, cousin of the
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson axe the parents of nine children. The
job because they normally
the election committee.
ers - cad tell a lot about
other children are: Mrs.. Boyd Callaway, Taylor, Mich.; Mrs. bride, served as best man, ar.d
-lack perper support. • '
1, prospistive etnpi‘lyr by.
-411J Film
Parvin Lee, Bennie Robinson, and Mrs... Philip Maggio, all of Larry Cunningham, brother-in51kaigr-4(.
Obieirylsout;gozvaer
fliW1.8.11)
-:cfriiirtiorir!Micfr.e$Sihirirtatiltiasyry,-irinryitt irtio wat imabti to
a
gfoonisman. •
te'r
he
how
mat
Let'
dressed
otherattend due to illness, Mrs. Demoy Roberts, Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
ltntse
tips
to'joh hunters:
The ustrrs were Tommy
his own story,"Lyndon
wise,- a job hunter looks
.s1 Women should wear sunBarn Webb, Puryear; snd Mn. A. B. Adams, Cleveland, Tenn.
,Tynes, cousin of the .fiffile, and
Johnson Is Alive and Living Expie, "low -r mid-heeled sloppy with rhoddy or
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson received many cards and messages of David Alexander, brother of the
actly 1728 Miles from here, for
pumps,
ties or slingbacks.
soiled shoes.
groom, who also lighted the
congratulations on this happy occasion.
Murray, Kentucky
his Pia Productions.

Bridal Luncheon Is
Held At Holiday
Bridal Couple Is
For Janith Jones
Honored At Dinner
Party On Saturday

PERSONALS

Dinner Party Held
At Crass Home For
Bridal Couple

Mr. & Mrs. Hosford
Observed 55th
Wedding Anniversar

NOTICE TO MEMBERS

English

Puryear Couple Observed
Their Wedding Anniversary

Best Foot Gets

the Job

Will film

•
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Family
ion Held
y Park

Save Your Food Giant Cas
Register Tapes And Receive
1% Cash Refund For Your

f the faintly of
Mrs. Will Ray
City Park on

WE

even surviving
sresent besides
elatives and fribasket lunch
he noon hour

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

a

the occasion
s. A. B. Crass
Mrs. Maurice

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

and Mr. Lee
an antique
r set in the
wedding gift

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

PRICES GOOD JULY 30 THRU AUG. 5
Ready To Go
We will give you FREE the amount of your grocery
purchase! Just sign your register tape and drop in box.
Saturday, ugust 2nd, we will draw 6 register tapes
If your name is drawn you will win Free the amount of
your purchase!

BAR1-(1

YOU!

RIBS
FRYERS i.
SAND ICHES

We wish to express our sincere appreciation to the people of Murray
and Calloway County and surrounding area for their response to our
Grand Opening last week. Storey's Food Giant pledges to give the
best in food and at the same time, prices you can afford to pay. We
Invite you to come to see us, shop our clean and spacious aisles, inspect our clean meat displays and enjoy our fresh produce. We are
here to serve you, our customers.

GROCERIES!!
— DRAWING WILL BE AT 7:00 P.M. —

eef
Pork
Ham

Lb.980
Lb.59C
5/$1.00

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN
h:

Free Bubble Gum & Candy For Hie Children!!
U.S.D.A. Inspected

Free Bubble Gum & Candy For The Children!!

U.S.D. A. Choice

COWRY

FRYERS.

U,-S. D. A. Choice
FRY

STEAK

Lb.880

U .S.D. A. Choice
- English Cut
ROAST

CHUCK

Lb. 180

Armour

For Bar-B-Q

12 Oz.
Pkg. 650

BACON

Whole

CRICK SF
Fine

Pan Size

59c

Lb.
U.S.D.A Choice

Lb.

••

Bush

IcE

RIB

10 Cons
--

WHITE H NINY

14 Oz.

STEAK

Lb.

99C

3 Rolls slim

TOWELS

Cardinal
U.S.D. A. Choice

Vanity

Milk'

All Flavors

Lb. 35c
Armour
12 Oz.
Pkg.

WEINERS

SWISS STEAK

Butter Nut

0

Hot Dog & Hamburger

2

_8
,kct
: 49

1/2 Gal. 3119
BUNS

Lb.
/9

Hostess
CT es

ICE

Pac

REN H HUE

CREAM

1/2 Gal.59(

LIMIT ONE

TOMATO

460z.
3 Cans
JUICE

FOOD

All Vegetable Shortening

150z.
Cans
12

e00

3 Lb.--Can

Twin Pac
t
int
ATO

Limit One

Hyde Park Brown & Serve

11011..11.i:3 -.

BELL

Home

Bushs
Each

PEPPERS

Lb.250

Home Grown

CORN

Ear
Lb,

Yellow
- 3 Lb. Bog

140
Cans

000
UU

BANANAS

2

_

-a •

0
U

SPAGHETTI

Golden Ripe

in

SWEET
Ct. Pkka

Bag 39c

CHIPS

Large, Fancy

8 303 Cans $1.00

NAVY BEANS

Districts
ninee will
listrict by

CRISCO

1100

Pointer

10 Lb. Bag

the same
al ballots
ctor. The

Qt.390

GA RA

Jack Sprat
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End of Pockets
WASHINGTON (UPI): I went into a
clothing store the Giber day, tried on a
few suits and came out with a Tither
gloomy prognostication.
I predict that within a few years—five
at the most—men will be carrying mules.
Male fashion designers—or perhaps I
should say, designers of male fashions—
obviously are engaged in a conspiracy to
render pockets unfunctionable.
Once the pocket has been incapacitated, men will have no choice but to transport their keys, coins, elk's teeth and other impendimenta in handbags.
THE PLOT to eradicate the pocket can
be traced back to the zoot suit, which was
the most aesthetic, and at the same time
the most utilitarian, fashion ever created.
Within the graceful drapes and stately
pleats of a zoot suit, a man had mare pocket room than a Volkswagen has trunk
space. The era of the zoot suit was truly
the golden age of pocketry.
But just as architecture failed to stop
with it* Taj Mahal, and eventually degenerated mto the ice tray buildings of today,
so the garment industry failed to stop with
the zoot suit.
•
In the tight little trousers and tight
little jackets currently in vogue, pockets
are almost passe. Put so much as a post-
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Become an Indoor Vegetable Gardener

By Dick West
age stamp in the pocket of some of these
_garments, and the bine will ruin your
entire silhouette.

4P
,

iilatES- Pl. /ARM

I UNDERSTAND that musicians who
wear mod costumes have overcome the
problem by carrying their wallets, credit
cards and other pocket items in their
guitar cases.
As the phase-out of pockets continues,
the rest of us will have to find similar accommodations.
Lawyers and doctors will be in good
shape. They can lug their personal things
around in their briefcases and pill satchels. But we nonprofessional types will be
forced to improvise.
SHORT OF CARRYING our money,
checkbooks, driver's licenses and other
credentials in a paper bag, the only solution I can see is for us to start carrying
purses. This is going to create an awful
lot of confusion.
Some poor guy will get out of bed in
the morning, bolt down breakfast and rush
off to work. Not until he gets to the oflice will he discover that he has grabbed
his wife's purse by mistake.
Beside that, purse-snatchers will soon
be snatching purses from other pursesnatchers.

,-orztr

Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
NEWS COMES from Washington that should interest
housewives,,retired people and
semi-invalids everywhere. Also
city ... dwellers young and .1,1
who 11-ve in rooms, townhouses
or apartments.
Scientists of the government's
Agricultural Research Service
report that mini-farming in
doors and rooftop gardenin)J
outdoors can be a delight and
success with very litUe time,
trouble and expense.
The researchers have been
conducting a long series of
tests in-their experimental gardens in Beltsville, Md., just outside Washington. They have
proved
that a combination
vegetable and fruit garden with
more than a dozen succulent
plants can be raised indoors or
outdoors in pots, pails, buckets,
bushel baskets and half a dozen
other inexpensive containers.
Tomatoes, radishes, onions,
cabbage, lettuce, parsley and
herbs are included. Certain varieties of blueberries, strawberries and grapes will also
prosper under proper care.
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ents similar to the one above.
MacKenzie and American-StaSeveral said "I wouldn't have ndard worked almost incognito
left my Eastern Kentucky home during this period, seldom makIf there had been work."
ing personal contacts in the co•
•
*
Allen Perry, editor and pub- mmunity outside the five. Perry
lisher of the Paintsville Herald, said "they wanted us to find the
A DELICIOUS tomato varisaid his paper's poll was "one Information for them and relay
ety, Patio, has been developed
especially for growing in pots.
small part of a whole lot of it to them. Outside of us they
A DAY IN THE UFE OF A STRAY DOG A pgsserby noticed a
It's a dwarf upright plant that
effort" to get American - Stand- didn't tell anybody who they were
stray dog wandering around on the roof of a furniture wareis rugged and grows mediumard to locate in the area. The until April."
sized tomatoes. If plants are
house in Knoxville, Tenn. A humane officer tries to
initially emcatch
MacKenzie will be plant manaFRANKFORT, Ky. — There is plant, which will
not available you can buy toit (top left); two bystanders try to corner it (top
ploy 250 persons, began con- ger of the new facility.
right);
:ano precise count on the number
mato seeds and grow them in This mini-skirted toon-agor is also enjoying being a "minivardonor."
finally caught, it is tossed into a tarp held by
struction in June.
firemen
"played
Mayo
a
also
school
flats or planters. They're de::of transplanted Kentuckians who
(lower left I, and goes OTi its merry way.
Perry said the two largest tremendous roll in getting Amerlightful to look at with their ries anei.strawberries are out- do well in 10-inch pots are
:would like to return to their natfactors in persuading American ican - Standard here," according
shiny red fruit. and crinkly standing. Highbush blueberries radishes, onions, and a variety
. aive land, but an Eastern Kentucky
Standard to locate in Paintsville to Perry. He said company officare especially colorful and the of miniature tomato called Tiny
leaves.
• .weekly newspaper has produced
WELCH SIGNED
were Mayo State Vocational scho- ials spent several days at the
Lettuce is fun to watch as it tiny Nanking variety provides Tim.
:evidence that their number would
• • •
delicious blossoms in spring and
HOLLYWOOD OD — Raquel grows
ol and the people of Eastern Ken- school going over records and
in planters. Bear in mind,
be legion if only suitable jobs
Welch has been signed to star though, that it's primarily' a red fruitif in summer.
tucky. In speaking of his own talking to instructors. Mayo schFOR the average patio, fivewere available.
Two recommended varieties gallon plastic trash cans are
in the movie verslan of "Myra cool-weather vegetable so after
community the editor said Pain. ool, which is almost totally state"Kentucky is my home. I'll
Breckinridge," Gore Vidal's no- your first crop is enjoyed, re- of roof strawberries are the wonderful. They're easy to hantsville is "very progressive, the supported, graduated 225 this
:come back for half the pay," was
vel of a man who undergoes place your lettuce plants with small Alphine and Fragaris. A dle and provide ample space
people are progressive."
spring.
one response to a job survey run
an operation to emerge as a a bedding plant such as agera- grape vine, if planted in a ,tub for the larger vegetable plants.
An example of the progress
American-Standard, organize(
In the Paintsville Herald aimed at
beautiful woman.
tum or dwarf marigold. Of the and trained over a trellis, should Half-bushel and bushel baskets
of Paintsville, Perry poinfedout, In Louisville in‘1860, had over a
a:out-of-state subscribers.
many lettuce varieties two are furnish shade, plus a crop of work well.
Is its city recreation area, com- billion dollars in international
juicy fruits.
You can buy a synthetic soil
The paper received over 300 plete
outstanding:
ARABS
Bibb. which forms
COMPLAIN
with swimming pool, built sales last year. Its Paintsville
• • •
,
from your seed dealer or garresponses in the form of applicarosettes,
lovely
and
Oakleaf,
EPID
CAIRO
—
The
Al
Fatah
twenty years ago.
FOR STARTING a mini-gar- den supply store. It comes
plant will make "revolutionary
tionS for jobs at American-Standguerrilla
organizati on which has bronze-green leaves. den you
There was no flooding of the Arab
In wooing American-Standard new products" and is expected
need a container big en- ready for use and has big adard, a new plant on Highway 460
complained
in
a
broadcast
Frilow
lands below any of the Floodto the Paintsville site, Perry to eventually employ 450 Eastern
ough to hdld the plant when it's vantages over real soil for mini:between Paintsville and Prestonday
WANT
that
to
decorate
Egyptian
a
screen
newspaper
water Retarding Structures in
fully grown. You can use plastic gardening. It's free of plant
and the other community leaders Kentuckians.
burg.
Calloway County, after the recent are giving too much coverage on Four apartment porch? Try or clay pots, an old pan, a disease organisms and weed
used records of Mayo School and
Perry
said
he
was
told
the
these
climbing
Most of the applications came
vegetabl4b! MalWard Manufacturing Co. located company "would like to employ seven inch rain according to L. D. to Apollo 11 and n:t eraugh to abar spinach and Scarlet Run- plastic bucket, a bushel basket, seeds; it holds moisture well
f• rom Michigan and Ohio, with at
guerrilla raids against Israel.
or a wooden box. Almost any and plant nutrients nicely and
Miller,
Chairman
of
nearby Salyersville.'
East
Fork
Through
ner bean. The beans pair well container
all of the people from this area,"
attached notes containing commis satisfactory, from is lightweight and easily portClarks River Watershed Conthose records they were able to
with a trellis or a wire fence tiny pots
for your kitchen win- able.
TO RETIRE
servancy District.
show that "every time anyone
for proper rlimbing. Malabar dow
sill to large wooden boxes
For details on indoor and
Charles Blalock who is grow- WASHINGTON ara — Army has glossy leaves that love to for your
has tried people in Eastern Kenpatio.
officers
rooftop
gardening, send 15
whose
request
Filipino
for
resigLabor
thrust
ing
the corn below the Coles
through a trellis. Both
tucky they have found to be good
The size and number of
MANILA (UPI) - The Camp Ground Structure said, "If nation or retirement were de- varieties of vegetables can be containers can vary with the cents to the Superintendent of
and loyal workers. Eastern Kenthe Documents, Washington,
nied
tuckians are not afraid of work, Philippines has a total labor force it were not for the darn, I would war because of the Vietnam grown from seed and placed di- space you have And the number . 20402 and ask for Home D.C.,
and
will
be
allowed
to
get
rectly
in
planters.
out
of
13.2 million, but 1.1 million have lost all of my corn on this
they want to work," Perry said.
of plants you want to grow. ' Garden Bulletin No. 163, enof service starting late lint
Oftba-loulta that shouki nue- SI4c-iitrh rots are- Satisfactory , titled "Mini-Gardens for
While this reporter vas inter- are fully unemployed and 8.5 farm and other land that I farm year. The
Vegef
Army said
there ceed on jot gardens. blueber- tor chives. Vegetables that will tables."
viewing Perry he (Perry)receiv- million of the total workers earn downstream."
,were 1,490 officers whose
reMiller stated further that be- quests
ed a call from Winston Quillen, an average monthly pay equito leave the service
a plant foreman for 12 years valent to only $26 each, accord- fore this structure was constru- were
turned dawn in recent
In Michigan. After talking to ing to Senator Ambrosio Padilla. cted farmers were afraid to use years It
said those requests
enough fertilizer on their corn will
Quillen, Perry said. "There's
* * *
now he filled between Deto make it produce profitably cember
the bast story I could give you. Honored
of this year and March
because floodwater usually dam- of 1970.
He wants la come back bad enouBERKELEY,
Calif.
(UPI)
gh to call long distance from
aged or destroyed their crops.
Michigan. He'd like to leave right Five University of California Excellent crops of corn, soyscientists
have been elected to beans and tobacco are
now and come back."
growing Mexico Acts
The campaign to get Ameri- the National Academy of Sci- below these structures.
On Drugs
ences.
This
brings
the UC memcan-Standard to Paintsville was
Miller continued, of the 1514
/
4
MEXICO CITY (UPI) •
started in August of 1968 when bership up to 110, far ahead of farmers in the project area, E4 Mexican pharmacies will no longany
comparable
institution.
4001
8
.
4.
the Louisville Courier-Journal
percent are cooperating with the er sell barbituates, sleeping pills,
*
•
-41,
1
Election to the academy, es- Calloway County Soil
ran a story announcing that Hoband Water and similar drugs without a doc4
"fie
tablished
in
1863,
is
one
of
the
art Manufacturing Co. was not
District in applying a land treat- tor's prescription, on order of
,
going to pick-up its option on highest honors accorded an Am- ment program valued at $488,Department.
Health
Federal
the
erican
scientist or engineer. Mem- 000.00. The Calloway
the "K enwood" site.
County Sale of such drugs without a
Perry, then president of the bership is granted in recognition ASCS Agricultural Conservation
of
distinguished
and
continuing Prograru is providing cost shar- prescription had been legal in
'
11111" • 4(•alit "at'.,
Chamber of Commerce, was
quoted in the article as saying achievements in original research. ing funds for many of theseprac- Mexico for years.
* * *
*
*
*
how disappointed the community
tices. Over 90 percent of the
was,. but that they would try
201,441
acres
in
the
Watershed
The First
'
has already been adequately treHONDuRAS TOUR--President again. Roger MacKenzie, then
At its opening Sept. 21,
NAGOYA,
Japan
(UPI)
ated.
- Fidel Sanchez Hernandez of Project Manager for American1868, the University of Maine
Mitsubishi
Heavy
Industries,
Miller indicated that Tenne- had 12 students and two faculty
El Salvador holds a sand- Standard in Louisville, read the
aaa
which built Japan's World War II ssee and
Kentucky are coopera- `members,
wich and sips refreshments article and called Perry.
Zero
fighter
plane.
has
completed
From that point, MacKenzie
ting in land acquisition for the
!
. with aides after touring part
a Mockup of what will be Japlin's two Flood
Retarding Structures,
..., of the Honduran "front," and other company officials wo- first
constructed giving much flood
supersonic jet. The twin- one East and one
IT RAINED IN WASHINGTON Overturned cars from an auto dealer's lot float down
rked for eight months with five
West of Hazel, protection
.: often drawing fire from the
a
for all of the bottom
engine
XT2
trainer
is
scheduled
flooded creek after a violent thunderstorm hit the metropolitan
community
and
leaders.
as
soon
as
this
can
area of Washington, D.C.
be
corn'
Hondurans.
down
lands
stream.
to make its maiden flight in 1971. letecl the two structures
Hundreds of motorists were stranded.
will be-

No Work Is
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Strvetures
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BILBREYS--WAR-EHOUSE•FIRE SALE
• Starts Thursday:et Morning, July 31
At 8 O'clock

There

ALL NEW G.E. APPLIANCES
Refrigerators
Freezers
Ranges
Washers

Dryers
Dishwashers
Disposals

Built-Ins
Hoods
Surface Units
Ovens

Some Like New - Were In Cartons
SMOKE DAMAGE ONLY-SAVE! SAVE! ON THIS ONCE IN A LIFETIME SALE
Smoke la shown taming out of Ono two story block building at South 4th and
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2 Rolls
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Lurwin L. Swift
Mrs. T. E. Futrell
Passes Away At
Claimed By Death
His Paducah Home
Mrs. T. E. Futr

is

TIMES - MURRAY.
KENTUCKY

Decision May Farm Bureau SEEN & HEARD
Take A While
For Kennedy

WEDNESDAY --, ALULY 30, 1909
• •

Biological Testing For Moon
Germs Starts On Mice Today

(Continued From Page One)
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WPD: Scientists will soon
be able to see more of the ocean while
keeping comfortable and dry in "bubble
subs."
The new type of submarine is "practically all window," according to William W.
Walker, supervisor of the project at the
Makapwi Ocean Foundation, an ocean oriented research institute here.
The two-man submarines, composed of
114-inch thick plexiglass, will, be valuable
for scientists exploring or teaching about
marine life and for underwater industrial
development such as oil well construction
or cable laying.
"MOST SUBS have a steel hull," Walker
explained. "The only way to see out is
through a six-inch port.
"But the bubble sub is very similar to
an underwater helicopter For the first
a submarine, you can see in alMeet every direction."
The submarine was dubbed "bubble
sub" because it looks like a 53-inch ball on
a platform. Walker said. It is also called
the "Kumukahi," Hawaiian for "first in a
series"
Walker said the plexiglass, which is
transparent plastic, is able to maintain a
comfortable temperature inside regardless
of how cold the water is outside.

tine in

"SUBS WITH STEEL hulls cool off
quickly," Walker said, "but the olsxiglass
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By Ruth Youngblood
serves as an insulator and can maintain a
short sleeve atmosphere even in waters
reaching 10 degrees centigrade."
The battery-powered submarine has
three outboard motors for maneuvering
and operates along the same principle as a
helicopter. Walker said with a maximum
speed of two knots, the "bubble sub" will
explore the sea at depths of 300 feet for
four hour at a time sustaining its occupants through a recirculating air system.
"This sub has a great advantage over
divers at these depths," Walker said, "because the diver can only stay down for
two or three minutes at 300 feet without
having to undergo decompression."

Kentucky's library system on wheels has the distinction of being the most extensive state bookmobile
service in the United States.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn authorized the purchase of 11
new bookmobiles last year, to replace older models no
longer practical for highway use.
In Kentucky old bookmobiles never die, they just
lose their wheels. The 11 replaced bookmobiles were
refurbished and placed in communities as branch libraries of existing state facilities.
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"THE SUB IS extremely maneuverable
because of its round shape, and is very
safe since it only goes at slow speeds and
is made of plexiglass which does not shatter."
Walker expects testing of the sub will
be completed by the end of this year. "We
designed this sub so that universities and
scientists who can't afford $250,000 for a
submarine can build their own," he said.
They are easy to operate, and when the
testing is completed, we'll publish the design and any problems we run into. This
sub could be built for $30,000 to $46,000.
"With the bubble sub, perhaps a lot
more scientists who want to will be able to
get into the sea."
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THE- BOOKMOBILE
IS COMING!
Photo story by Terry Loyd and Bill Chambers
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Veterans Questions
and Answers

MARKHAM APPOINTED
•

WASHINGTON UPI - Charles
B. Markham of New York has
from
released
be
will
I
—
Q
service this month. How soon been appointed a deputy assismust I begin training under the tant secretary in the Department
of Housing and Urban DevelopBill?
ment. Markham, former researfrom
released
Veterans
A —
active duty after June 1, 1966, ch director for the U. S. Equal
have eignt years from the date Employment Opportunity CommBy Charles M. Whitaker
of release from active duty in ission, will be in charge of metwhich to complete their G. I. roplitan development,
Looking for a typical Social Bill .education and training.
Security beneficiary? Don't limit n'here is no deadline for startyourself to a check of rocking ing training, nor are there any
chairs. You may find him playing restrictions against interruptSOVIET UNION AHEAD
in the sand pile.
ions.
Of the 25 million people now reQ — My husband, a World
ceiving monthly Social Security War H veteran, died in 1958.
checks, 5.5 million, or 1 out of We did ,not have any children. WASHINGTON UPI -TheSoviet
every 4, is under age 60 andl out My application for a widow's Union still is ahead of the United
pension was denied at that time States in space feats which could
of 8, is under 18.
e In the 29 years that Social because I had been married to be used for military purposes,
Security benefits haie been pay- my husband for only three Sen. Strom Thurmond, ReS.C.,
said Sunday.
able the number of children rece- years.
I am now unable to work be"....In recent years theSoviets
iving benefits has increased from
54,648 to more than 334 million- cause of a disability. Will this have concentrated their space
411/4 ff you count those 18 through ise a consideration if I should experiments in boosting heavy
payloads into space near the
2.1 who will continue to receive reapply for a pension?
A — In itself, your disabil- earth," Thurmond said in a newsbenefits up to age 22, if they remain in school and have not marr- ity would not be a considera- letter. "Such activities have a
tion. However, a law passed in much greater potential for miliied.
Changes in the law over the 1967 liberalized the five-year tary applications."
years have broadened the Social marriage requirement in effect
your husband's
Security protection to younger at the time of
needs to
Now
a
window
death.
people. Through his Social Secumarried to the vetrity- tax 'Contributions a young have been
eran only one year before his
worker today is building protectdeath to meet this pension eligion for his family that may pay ibility requirement.
off as much as $100,000 in bene- For information and assistfits if he should become disabled ance in reapplying for a pensor die before his children are ion, contact your nearest VA
grown,
regional office.
Nation - wide 1.3 million dis- Q — I converted my World
abled workers under 65 are no War 11 National Service Life
drawing monthly disability ben Insurance to a Modified Life
fits. Over 1 million of their 1. Plan several years ago and was
pendents also receive benefits. advised at that time that the
Also, three million young widows policy would not participate in
and children are receiving ben dividends. I recently received
fits on the earnings of a dec
a dividend on the policy. Was
ed husband or father.
this a mistake, Must I return
In Calloway coutity total ben the dividend check?
A — It was no mistake and
fits of all types amounted
$296,000 monthly as of Decem you can keep the check. The
dividend you received on your
ber, 1968.
Modified Life Plan was due to
interest earnings.
If existing interest levels
No Problem
continue, you may expect simiMIAMA, Fla. (UPI) - Her lar dividends in the future.
flying bridge will be grounded, You will receive any dividends
but otherwise the cruise ship to be paid on or near the year"Sunward" is expected to have ly anniversary date of your pono difficulty when she begins licy.
Dividends are being paid oncruises on the Great Lakes in
ly on those modified life poliJune, 1970.
cies issued in the World War
The 11,000-gross-ton ship of
II NSLI program.
Norwegian-Caribbean Lines will
have to remove the outward
Helsinki's Visitors
extensions of her navigation
HELSINKI, Finland (UPI) bridge to clear the St. Lawrence Helsinki
hotels had 327,952
Seaway, but the liner will be guests in
1968, a slight (1 per OCCUPATION A Salvadorship-shape again once she enters cent)
increase over _the__ year ean soldier stands atop the
Lake Ontario to begin seven-day before.
About 88,000 guests --etty hatt -In Nuelt5"octireptc::
cruises through the 1970 were
from countries outside que, Honduras, following ocsummer.
cupation by El Salvador.
Scandinavia.

Questions and
Answers
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THERE IS NO AGE LIMIT on those who utilize the
services of the traveling libraries. The bookmobile
takes book requests from patrons and fills them on the
next trip to the outlying rural community.

COUNTLESS HOURS OF ENJOYMENT are provided
year-round by the bookmobile's stock of over 2000
books on subjects ranging from Bach to nursery
rhymes.

1-Public Safety Seeks First
Offenders In State Program

"CHILDHOOD shows the man, as morning shows the
day." (Milton)

Survey Is
Being Made
On Oak Wilt

ATTENTION

AN ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

ONG DEMOCRATS
Who Wish To Participate In A

CALLOWAY COUNTY YOUNG
DEMOCRATS CLUB

Are Invited to Attend a Meeting
to be held

t
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• through alignment denre of the laser rangefinder which is beaming a hig1i-faow.2r laser
pulse to the Moon throrigh a telescope on a mountain top near Tucson. Artz. A tiny portion of the beam strikes a reflector left on the Moon (teal by Apollo 11,
and by measuring the precise times of the pulse, the distance can be computed with great accuracy.
•.
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Thursday! July 31
At 7:30 P.M.
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in their jurisdiction.
counties where the disease has
The problem should have ended
not been active will also be
there-but it didn't.
under inspection.
There is still one more entry
The two-part survey will begin
on his record-yet another arrest
with an aerial phase followed
for drunken driving, and this
by detailed ground checks of the
time it was accompanied by a
areas spotted from the air.
citation for driving without a
Samples taken from suspect
FRANKFORT, 14.,- With what just another violation on a tong license.
trees will be sent to the Divisalconvictions
traffic
string
of
might well be more than just a
Imagine the surprise of the
ion's Insect and Disease laboraseed of truth in a barrel of ready filed against the man in Kentucky judge who, when later
tory where they will be cultured
sarcasm, it has been observed a variety of other court juris- confiding to State officials he
FRANKFORT, Ky., - An aerial out for possible identification,
more than a few times that God dictions.
amended the last drunken driv- survey of 23
counties is being
might
point
A
good
case in
takes care of drunkards and fooing charge to public drunk be- conducted
by the Department of
ell be the record of one Ken- cause he thought
ls.
a "first offBut what about the drunken tuckian whose history of irres- ender" deserved a break, learn- Natural Resources in cooperaFIRMS HONORED
tion with the U. S. Forest Service
carehighway,
driving fool - who takes care of ponsibility on the
ed he had been misled not once, to check on
the spread of oak
fully documented in a sheaf of but twice in one thy.
him?
wilt, a disease attacking all spec- WASHINGTON UPI -Two firms
If you subscribe-ha an unwritt- court abstracts and arresting
Not only wrs his "first off- ies of
oak.
en policy presently followeety officers' reports tucked away ender" a chronic drunk driver
have won "Employers of the
Ronald
C. Schureman, direct- Year" honors from the PresiDriver
Licenthe
files
of
the
In
many Kentucky judges, then the
with a long history of prior or,
Division of Forestry, said dent's Committee on Employmeanswer to that question must be sing Division, reads like a full traffic convictions but the reason
today the survey will take place nt of the Handicapped.
night's docket in a busy traffic
obvious —
Honored
he had been operating a motor in a
number of counties where for their record in employing
"The majority of county judges court.
vehicle without a license was
the
disease
has
four
been
than
years, he
found in the severely handicapped workers
with whom we come in contact," In less
because his driver's permit had
says one official in the Public rolled up a record of seven been revoked nearly seven mont- l'past to establish if the disease'were Pace Industrial Corp., MerIs spreading, remaining static rimac, Mass., and the CaterSafety Detartment's Driver Lic- arrests, was tried in six diff- hs earlier.
or decreasing,
ensing Division, "make no bones erent courts, involved in one
pillar Tractor Co. plant at York,
In addition, Schureman said Pa
about the fact they frequently accident, and had his driver's "Had that judge checked the
amend traffic charges brought license yanked by the State on man's record before passing judagainst first offenders - partic- two occasions - once through gement," driver improvement
ularly drunken drivers -to some suspension and once by revoca- officers said, "the drunk driving
charge may not have been ameother offense of less serious- tion.
Although tried on three separ- nded - and the citation for drivness."
ate occasions in three different ing without a permit would probOften,the anie-ncied charge
es the form of something like -c-ourts--011 charges of drunken ably have led to a conviction
breach of the peace or disorderly driving, none of those cases re- for driving while his privilege
conduct, neither of which results suited in suspension of his driv- was revoked.
In any "points" being charged ing privileges. Twice, the char- "It's a common problem,"
were reduced to reckless they said, "and,unfortunately for
'against the man's driving record,
It defeats the State's whole pro- driving, a "point "offense, and the safety of the conscientious
gram which is to identify the once to public drunk -a violation driver, it has the effect of keepdriver with a problem and get which does not even come under ing dangerous drivers on the
him into a driver improvement the Commonwealth's traffic la- highway when they ought to be
walking."
clinic, or at least discuss his WS.
difficulties with him, before he
kills himself or someone else.
According to the Public Safety
He finally had to be arrested
"Sometimes," one driver Im- in a neighboring state before Department , only one court in
provement officer said, "this sustaining even a single convic; the Commonwealth makes it a
business of amending is done lion for drunk driving.
regular practice to check the
as a personal favor or because
Early in his driving career, driving record of every motorist
the arresting officer erred.
his driving privileges were sus- brought in on a traffic violation.
"But more often than not - pended for six months after he
"And it is a practice which
and mainly because a drunk driv- accrued more than 12 points on should be adopted by every court
ing conviction normally results one citation for improper pass- In the State," they said.
in the immediate suspension Of a ing on a hill and three charges
man's right to drive - it is done of reckless driving, one of which The Frankfort City Police Coubecause the judge feels the first had originally been a drunk driv- rt requires every cited driver
offender deserves a break,
to obtain - and bring ,to the
ing citation.
"Now, if he really Is a first
If nothing else, he was deter- court at the time of his hearingoffender, this is the time he mined. Less than three months a true extract of his entire drivshould be identified so we can after reinstatement of his licen- ing record, obtained from the
work 'with him before an unsafe se, he was back in court again. Public Safety Department's Driaring incldeaLtec9meka reguthe ciLar.gg?,__&rala._It atras otar Licensing Division.•
r habit."
driving while intoxicaterland aga- "If we could convince eveiy
But, as the State's driver im- in it was amended tb reckless judge in Kentucky to levy this
a•
provement officerssare quink to
_ same recLuirement," they, say,
point oat,. the real fallacy in -Soon after,that itedrisitr-the rig wouicrge a long way toward
elgivialf4r
paws 'I*' ._i&
tatvaithit.out his%irafac
chance lies in the fact Kentucky's with I license revOcatibh folldw- rate for it would nail down the
judges rarely check to find out ing their receipt of a report repeater who is most likely to
whether it is actually a first from out-of-state authorities abo- kill someone-unless he is stoppoffense they ,are dealing with or ut his drunk driving conviction ed."
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Hotel Economics
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - The
Mexican Federal Tourist
Department, which sets hotel
rates in the country, figuroi that
a well-run hotel should break
even if it averages 60 per tont of
its rooms occupied and should
return a reasonable profit with 70
per cent occupancy, according
to Agustin Salvat, head of the
department.
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Colonel Peter C.Sweers, New MSU Prof., Receives Award

Childen
Of All Ages
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
ZAMA(HQ, U. S. Army Japan) State University, Murray, Ky.
Disneyland is knov'n as
Colonel Sweers is a graduate a staff officer in the office of the
July 22-. Colonel Peter C.SweeColonel Sweers entered the
California's "Kids Kingdom" but
the University of Alabama;the Chief of Information in Washingof
rs Jr., editor-in - chief, Pacific Army in 1942 as a private
in
three out of every four visitors
D. C.
Stars and Stripes, ways presented the Army Air Corps, He later University of Omaha, where he ton,
there in 1968 were adults,
deof
bachelor
arts
his
received
the Legion of Merit by Major attended Coast Artillery Officers
Weight Gap
according to the American
Gengral John A. Goshorn,comm- Candidate School and was comm- gree in journalism; and Stanford
Automobile Association. Since a
a
earned
he
University,
where
NEW
YORK (UPI) —
ding
general,
U.
S.
Army Jap- issioned a second lieutenant in
record 9A million persons went
master of arts degree in comm- The greatest weight difference
an, for exceptionally meritorious July 1943.
to Disneyland last year, that
unication journalism.
in a world championship fight
service while heading the TokyoThe colonel served in theEuroFRANKFORT, July 25 — committees on Health and Wel- means only 2.35 million of them
Colonel Sweers previously was with that in the bout between
located newspaper,
peen
Theater
of
Operations
durMore adequate ways to deter- fare, Labor and Industry, and were children.
As late as 1852, New 1 ork
Colonel Sweers, who will re- ing World War U, and was award- assigned to the Office of the Chief Primo Camera and Tommy
mine whether coal miners are Agriculture and Natural Reof Information, where he heldthe Loughran at Miami in 1934,
City officials were considering tire after 27 years of military ed the Bronze
Star, Belgian Croix
America's number one enerdisabled
by
pneumoconiosis sources. Members are Repreposition of chief, Community Re- (_:arners weighing 270 pounds
a law forbidding anyone to drik, service, will assume theposition de Guerre
and
the
Belgian
gy
source
Fouris
petroleum.
(black-lung) were urged in a sentatives Mitchel Denham, Dlations Branch. He also had been to Loughran's 184 pounds.
cattle through the streets.
of associate professor at Murray rangere,
recent
Legislative
Research Maysville; Ed Dawhare, D-HaCommission subcommittee hear- zard; Richard Hopkins, D-Caling to accumulate facts about houn; J. Quentin Wesley, Rthe disease.
Sturgis; Levey Floyd, R-Pointer;
Witnesses irt the special hear- and Senators Francis Burke, 1)
ing. representing varied groups Pikeville; and Pearl Strong, DInterested in the disease's ef- Ary.
fects, called for an overhaul of
The committees plan to rethe state's workmen's compen- commend action to the 1970
sation law to eliminate existing General Assembly. A second
inadequacies. However, the wit- meeting is planned for late in
5.1
nesses differed on where the August to consider effects of
inadequacies exist.
other industrial respiratory disSome, representing the min eases.
-ers' point of view, claimed too In other legislative action,.
few miners are able to get a- subcommittees of the Commitwards under the state's present tee on Labor and Industry have
workmen's compensation law. A taken steps to study needs for
University of Kentucky profes- legislation on subjects ranging
sor and former member of the from professional negotiations
Workmen's Compensation Board for teachers and collective bar•.•
said the "real weakness" of gaining for public employees to
Kentucky's law is in placing on elevator safety codes and rethe coal miner with black lung gulation of fee employment
4
"AND UP
the burden of proving that the agencies.
disease was caused by his ocLB
Also to be studied are precupation.
vailing wages, working hours
Others, representing the coal for females, wage and hour reBY THE PIECE
industry, claimed Kentucky's eie gulations, workmen's compensaisting law is liberal toward the tion laws, and building codes
miner; the miner already is be- Interested parties and special
LB
ing compensated for black interest groups will be contactSTYLE
COUNTRY
lung; and no change in the law ed for information and opinis needed.
ions in the areas of study. .
Testifying at the hearing
Creation of a new bipartisan
-1:8
were representatives of the state elections board, with a
coal industry, organized labor, permanent staff under merit
La
public health agencies, insur- system coverage, is being studance officials, and governmen- ied by the Legislature's joint
tal agencies.
committee on Elections and
The special subcommittee Constitutional Amendments.
ENRICHED
FR ESH
was appointed from Legislative
The committee plans to make
a recommendation to the 1970
Legislature about the proposal
LB
presented during a committee
meeting last week by Attorney
General John Breckinridge and
State Treasurer Thelma Stovall.
The new board would study
and report on each election in
an atmosphere which would remain nonpartisan, according to
BLADE CUT
ARM
Breckinridge and Mrs. Stovall.
The new "Thoro Blend" process brings improved
The present board is composed
flavor and smoother texture to white bread. It's
of the secretary of state and
one Democrat and one Republisqueezably Soft
so soft we dare you to
squeeze it! Its so good we guarantee every loaf!
The Bell Witch Riding Club of can appointed by the governor
Adams, Tennessee, announced for one-year terms.
$1 39
plans today for an open show to
Other
election
"reforins"
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. AUG. 2
be held on Saturday, August 9, such as penalties for "slow"
commencing at 7:30 p.m. Rain vote total reporting and perdate for the event was set for ...iodic purging audits, will be
August 16. The Bell Witch Club considered by the committee.
ROLL
is located approximately one The committee also has under
PKGS.3/89c
LB.
mile south of Adams on Highway consideration changes in the
•
election financing law to make
41.
SPECIAL LOW PRICE
1-LB. CAN
Trophies, money and ribbons large ticket sales accountabla
A&P
are to be awarded in all events. and to reduce the number of
Western games in junior, inter- reports required of candidates.
10M b12.
100% Colombian
COFFEE
Other interim committee acmediate and senior classes will
Coffee
be conducted plus an open halter tivity centered on the Committt.t`NkA\‘'
/7//
ifili
1/4
tee
on
Health
and
Welfare,
class, western pleasure and EngGALLON
lish pleasure. Entry fees will be Thursday, July 24 and on the
BOTTLE al
$1.00 for juniors, $2.00 for inter- Committee on Agriculture and
; GAL
mediates, and $3.00 for seniors. Natural Resources, Friday, July
BTL
All games and classes will be 25.
,
46 OZ $1100
The Agriculture and Natural
governed by Bell Witch Saddle
7
CANS
Club rules. Admission will be Resources Committee planned
to
look
into
areas
such
as
bur$1.00 for adults and $.50 for childley tobacco imports; large dairy
ren. There will be no charge for
eooperatives; income lost in
automobiles. A concession stand
CANS
stored grain elevators; moisture
will be in operation. For addition- contents of
grain; re-establish•
al information concerning the ing fee simple ownership of
1 LB $1 00 n
show call 647-0242 at Clarksville land where mineral rights have
U.S. NO. 1 WHITE
\
\
\
\\\N
CTNS.
between the hours of 9:00 a.m. been sold; a forestry severance
WHOLE OR
and 4:00 p.m.
tax, instead of a property tax,
1-LB $100
control of sod quality and bans,\
CANS
ning of pesticides.
SULTANA
Action planned by the Health
and Welfare Committee includUnderwater Show
ed hearing of reports on the
CANS
•••
MIAMI, Fla. (UPI) — Visitors special subcommittee hearing
we.
•
to Florida's Rainbow Springs on black lung, held last week;
can see 50 varieties of fish, on "Narcotics on Campus" stuLARGE 88 SIZE
turtles and alligators from dy; on Southern Regional Sems\
Health
inar
on
Legislation;
on
pnderwater portholes of six
recent changes In Medicaid aid
uniquely-designed boats.
t %\,• •\
N
Star of the show is a on pesticides and their uses.
FRESH
Interested
may
persons
sub20-pound largemouth bass
LB.
dubbed John L. Lewis. Rainbow mit facts and opinions to the
AND
Springs, located on 1.T.S. -417O- ff committees by writing the Legislative Research Commission,
1-75 at Ocala, is three miles
Room 301, Capitol Building,
FOR
north of Dunnellon.
•
JUMBO
Frankfort, 40601.
•
•
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STEAK SALE!!
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Sirloin Steak
1-Bone Steak

Chuck
Steak

\\\ '
\‘6\\

Heel-Of-Round
Boneless Chuck
Bottom Round
Fryer Leg

DR ED

UPI -Two firms
iloyers of the
•om the Preston Employmeapped. Honored
in employing
pped workers
rill Corp., Merand the Cater.
plant at York,

Roast
Roast
Roast
Portion

4,200A-1.89

Swiss
Steak

LB.99t
LB.99t *,,
LB.49c aillig

79

S.

Viv

POTATOES

4

-
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N.Y. Bus Gets Lost
In Hollywood Wilds
HOLLYWOOD MPH The driver of a sightseeing bus
became lost yesterday in the serpentine roads that wind
through the Hollywood hills and provided residents of
the exclusive area with a show like an oldtime comedy.
The Continental Trailways bus, filled with 34 tourists
from New York, .lumbered through the narrow streets
until it crunched to a halt about 5 p.m—stuck fast on a
hairpin curve.
The area is packed with $200,000 homes, including
those of Racquet Welch, Danny Thomas, Fred .'Astaire
and Mary Pickford.
The unidentified driver, who lives in New York, telephoned for help frprrilbe,beme of composer Maurice
Jaffe', viihnif of tWo Academy awards.
Two tow trucks arrived at the scene and hooked to
the bus. When they Man to. pull. the oil pan of the. bus
40 the black stuff flowed Alown.the
rtrpttired. ind gallons
'. ---. steep roadway:,
--

Kayo Coffee

59,

19°

L-10t
930

5
741 oz.100
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Tas-Tee Dressing

Save

•

39c „y„..
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Bartlett Pears 7c "C14
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STOKELY
Shenk White
White Tomato
Beans
Corn
CornJ Catsup
1-18

17-0Z. CREAM STYLE 17 OZ.WHOLEKERNEL
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•

Tomatoes
- Party Peas
re Shelhe
• Beans
Cut Green Beans J7z
FOR

.46)

e•
\
#1
*

S11I*44.

•

25t

BBC:TLS4 BO:41:Y

sVs\s\ • se

Ofie0141.41(S&Bilfianer:-

were chauffeura to their tibter in limousines. - •
Fire Capt 'Martin -Builard arrived in a city fire truck
with its siren wailing and red light flashing. Ile quickly
declared the scene an emergency and authorized the use
tlesi huge fire department tow truck equipped with a
boem to free the bus.
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lienri's
Smoky Bits

Oranges

190

Juicy Peaches .
green Beans
Yellow Onions

3
.

5v

2 For 1 Sale!

California

TING

9c

A&P Laundry, Bleach
A&P Laundry Rinse

SUMMER DOLLAR SALE!!

Drink
!
Lip Applesauce
Margarine
SLOEDoliitoes
It Beans

LB.
BAG

31

WHITE BREAD

Northern Jumbo Towels....3/89
2
Aurora Tissue
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t to the Divis)isease laborawill be cultured
identification.
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•
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V

RAT

39C
59
79C
69c

Baking Hens
"Super-Right" Braunschweiger
v///
Center Cut '/4 Pork
Ribs
Round
PFIRoSTri
Chops
Ground Round
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my taxes which is not reflected in the bill you sent me.
What should I do about it?
Questions and
A. - Reduce your bill by
Answers
the amount of the payment and
pay the balance. To enable us
Q. - I occasionally entertain to propertiy credit your account
customers by taking them on a indicate on the bill the amount
fishing trip. Can I deduct any- of your payment, the date paid
thing for the cost of operating and where it was sent.
When making tax payments
my boat?
A.- Unless you use the boat write your Social Security numWatch tobacco plants in the
half the time for ber and the kind of tax you
field for two virus diseases- more than
only gaso- are paying on your check or
purposes,
business
etch and streak. Both have been
line, oil, and other out-of-pocket money order.
says
years,
past
in
problems
Q. - If I don't make a conexpenses incurred during the
W. R. Hoover, Area Tobacco
tribution this year to the selftrip for it may be deducted.
Extension Agent.
If the boat was used more employed retirement plan my
He points out that there is than 50% for business, a por- partner and I have set up for
no chemical control for either tion of your costs of operating our business will the plan lose
disease, Both can hit field plants the boat, such as depreciation, its favorable tax status?
throughout the growing season. repairs and general operating
A. - No, the fact that you
They cause a slow-down in grow- expenses, may be taken as a make no contribution to the
th and eventually reduce yields. business expense. Records show- plan this year will not disqualNot many plants die from either ing the date of each business ify it. If you have any other
disease, so the slow-down is the use, number of persons enter- questions about your plan, send
mailk,problem.
tained and similar information a post card to your district diEtch is spread to totXicco by most be kept to establish that rector of Internal Revenue and
the potato aphid insect. In the the boat was used more than ask for a copy of Publication
tobaccer field, it is probably spre- 50% for business use.
560, Retirement Plans for Selfboat--in Brookfield,
Q.- My son is working this Employed Individuals.
ad from plant to plant by the green
THERE'S ONLY "ONE WAY" TO GO -by
inches of
after an early morning storm dumped 4.69
Q. - My college says in a
peach aphid. Streak probably is summer for the first time and
community.
the
on
rain
carried by insects, usually from wants me to open up a bank brochure it sent me that if I
second year clover, but the exact account for him in his name make a charitable donation of paid any interest on the amount
The chipmunk runs with ease
spreading method is not known. Do I use my social security stock on which I show a profit, due him when the government
on small twigs and branches
CONTROL: Both diseases app- number or his to identify this I won't have to pay any tax on is late issuing an income tax
where only a bird would feel
that profit. Is that right?
arently come from weed plants account? He's just 14.
refund?
safe.
A. - Use your son's Social
A. - Yes, a tax deduction
found near tobacco fields, Weeds
• A. - Yes, interest is added
* * *
l'along tobacco field edges or in Security number. Interest earn- may be taken for the full mar- to overpayments that are not
adjacent fields should be kept ed on the account is income to ket value of the stock on the refunded within 45 days of the
your son and therefore should date the donation was made.
The United States produced
cut or eliminated.
due date of the return or the
Etch is marked by white areas be identified by his account And there would be no income date the return is filed, which- 32.6 per cent of the world's
tax on the increase in value.
on leaves (similar to the mosaic number.
ever is later. The interest rate passenger cars in 1967.
Q. - Does the taxpayer get
disease familiar to most grow- Q. -- I made a payment on
is 6 per cent per year.
ers). The infected portion has an
uneven pattern, Mr. Hoover says.
Streak shows up as depressed,
dark areas on the stalk, dark
streaks in the leaf midrib, and
darkened small veins. Streak
also is marked by clown-curling
and puckering of the leaves.

Two Diseases
Could Hit
Tobacco

Income Tax

SWANNS MARKET

Traffic accidents involving bicycles claimed 700 lives in the
United States in 1968.
* * a

Beautiful Merchandise
Governor's Cup in
BUCHANAN HORSE SHOW-These five trophies, including the beautiful
annual Buchanan Horse
fifth
the
at
away
given
be
to
trophies
122
the
among
the center, are
photo by Charles Frazier
Show Friday and Saturday night.

Buchanan Holds 5th
Annual Horse Show

Women Work
For Quality
In Highways

MACARONI

California issued 2,247,200
fishing licenkS last yeti, more
than any other stair.

can--1".

BUSH'S

# 300 can

ASPARAGUS _ _ _ 32'

•rnle.www,

three years tenure in Highways,
she is mainly concerned with
analyzing paint specimens.
At home in Versailles, she
is the mother of two boys an

four girls, ranging in age from
5-17.
JoNell Sullivan has been with
state government since Sep-night
two
complete
The
The fifth annual Buchanan
tember, 1968. She received her
Horse Show will be held this schedule:
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Most B. S. in chemistry from EastFriday and Saturday night, FRIDAY:
people envision a chemist as a ern in 1954. Her husband Da1. Lead Line
pharmacist
August 1 and 2 at Buchanan
mad scientist surrounded by vid, a UK grad, is a
2. Pony Class (48 inches, strange chemicals and bubbling in Lexington. The Sullivans rewith some 122 trophies, including
12 yrs. old and under)
side in Frankfort with ftoliotwo
test tubes.
the beautiful Governor's Cup to
3. Porn? Class (48-56 inches)
laboratory maintained daughters.
the
In
riders.
top
the
be awarded to
Mrs. Sullivan is responsible
4.
by the Department of Highways
_
_ Foxtrot
Starting time will be 7:30 p.m.,
b. Country Pleasure (16 and Division of Materials, three of for testing cements for calcium
both nights.
under)
the chemists are women, and and magnesium content. Test"Twelve events will be held
Saddle Horse (For Men)
6.
strange substances being ing sometimes requires workthe
each night, making a total of 111
7. Western Pleasure (For tested are cements, paints and ing with oven temperatures as
for the two nights", Billy Women)
other products used on Ken- high as 800 degrees.
Jackson, President of the BuchThe consensus of the three
Packing Horse (Open)
ucky highways.
8.
women was they prefer workanan Saddle Club said. "And
are
Saddle Horse (Women)
9.
chemists
feminine
The
Governor Buford Ellington, who 10. Western Pleasure (Men)
ing with men. Their supervisior
Mrs. Pat Ewing, Mrs. JoNell
donated the huge winning 11. Saddle Horse (16 and und
Miss Biondina and. two other lab partners are
Sullivan and
of the opposite sex.
(17 and Kidd.
trophy, is scheduled for an ap- 12. Country Pleasure
John McCord, director, Divithe
is
Louisville,
Miss Kidd,
pearance Saturday night," Jack- over)
division. sion of Materials, commented
the
to
addition
SATURDAY
newest
son added.
on having- women in the labor1. Key Hole
A 1960 graduate of CampbellsThe huge three-foot trophy will
atory. "Mrs. Ewing came to
chema
was
and
(16
she
Bending
College,
ville
2. Pole
be presented to the club which
work with us first. She did so
state
istry major and joined
scores the most points, and the under)
well we decided it was a good
March.
and
in
government
(17
Bending
Pole
3.
smaller individual trophy will be
idea to employ women in the
a
as
classified
is
Blondina
awarded to the one rider who over)
same capacity. We like having
prinicpal chemist. Her testing
4. Pole Bending (Women)
scores the most points. And 120
glass beads the girls around."
tiny
is
specialty
under
and
(12
Race
Barrel
5.
other trophies will be awarded
JoNell remarked men readily
used in highway paint for re6. Barrel Race(Ages 1316)
accept women in a professional
also. ---detertests
Chemical
flection.
7. Barrel Race (Women)
sense, and "it's easier working
mine if the beads are properPoints are awarded on a five
8. Barrel Race (Men)
with men . . . they think of
reflecadequate
for
shaped
ly
for
four
for first place basis,
9. Flag Race (16 and under)
you as one of the guys."
tion.
second, and on down to one for
10. Flag Race (17 and over)
However, Miss Kidd summed
Pat Ewing is a 1947 graduate
fifth. There is a $1 entry fee per
1 1. Speed Race (Open)
of Kentucky up the feelings of the group
University
the
of
rider.
12. Cattle Long Race (Open)
by saying: "I enjoy my work
with a B. S. degree in Chem
in state government, it's a chalHighthe
joining
istry. Before
lenge for a woman. Salaries are
way Department, Mrs. Ewing
with private indusworked in the Seagram's labor- competitive
try and she can earn the conatory in Louisville.
fidence of those about her."
As a senior chemist with
0,„

lot

FRANCO-AMERICAN

41 'GHETTI

EL
-

170

KITCHEN KRAFT

PURPLE 3HULL PEAS
2 cans
400 Can

Sweet Sue
HAM or BEEF 'N

ird
VIENN"AyifiSAGE
25'

BUSH'S
BEST

DUMPLINGS
53,

SPINACH +

24 oz can

() cans
fur

TRELLIS
WHOLE KERNEL

CO

RN 12-oz. can

2

MUSSELMAN

CHERRIES

2

fors 2996

# 303 can
303

2

49

for 290
can.

£ TS

PRO DUC-E -*

ERWIN'S 641

Country Sausage

lb

69c

MISSOURI or TENNESSEE

CANTALOUPES-

PEACHES

lb.

lb.

GRE EN

HOT PEPPERS - -

PROTEN

Round Steak

$109

lb.

lb.

2-BED
Home
ing r
showe
outsid
floor
Includ
er,
tenna.
30 Al
road
farm 1
sites
ment
1/3 c
3 year
Price
IN AI
stucco
kitche
Gas hi
storms
acre 1
water
COMM
wood
Street.
kind
downti
front
10 ROI
zel. 104
- street
baths
reduce
• mediatl
22 AC
• bedroo:
siding.
city lit
open
base, o
'• good b
with
acreage
• uld be
3-BEDS
4th St.
large u
1 garage.
.
and ha,
shop o
) reduce(
45 ACP
, of Han
Cemete
• 20 acre
• north o
. mailbox
. on prop
of $3,8;
PRACT1
room b
In Fair
southea:
Highwa
kitchen
famil r
family
1% bath
tric hea
port wi
session
EUIN .11
near Sh
co ban
wells, r
Has 13
tobacco
ley toll
RESIDE
Hazel, 1
Acres,
rama
$1,000

WE AF
ness, so
pledge c
the ham
needs, v
FULTOlk
and Mal
Office
Young,
X B.
436-5697
1534.

SLICED FOR CHOPS

1/4 Pork Loin

RBI

lOct
400

NEW BAKING

POTATOES

PROTEN or CHOICE

lb 10°

••••

Rib Steak

•••

89c

lb.

FOR SCHOOL or HOME
••••

BIC PENS

KREY or REELFOOT ALL-MEAT

Bologna

Writes First
Every Time!
FOR gq0

53c

lb.

TERRINETOWELS
Ioll
40

BY Ov
brick h
electric,
KeenaLt
753-7526

55 MILES AN HOUR VeXdon Weber flies his home-made airplane, at Calm City, Wis., at a "sizzling" 55 miles an hour.
The .250-pound craft, built by Weber and his twin brother.
Vernon, 29, is powered by four 9-horsepower go-kart engines and lists four gallons of gasoline :in hour-

Wylerk

Loan Co.RS
Murray
MONEY HEADQUARTE
506 W. Main Street

imitation

KENTU1
sale: (IC
170', $41)
able, lak
$10 claw
Take 12
Concord
to Kenis
Phone 11

A/iifflefric6god

ORANGEADE MIX

Ti

voori6'*

C.:L)

Phone 753-2;..3

HOUSE
estate. 6
Radiant
.ditioned,
drapes,
rage and
lot, well

.•
ICE CREAM

I

COLLEIE CLEANERS

,

•
'4411 Otlie
•
and DEUVIZT
Mane 7$3-3115.1
Truly Flue Cleaning

ricxur

*

Executive Shirt Service *

't
SHARING •,PROFESSIONAL SECRETS--Mm- Jo,
Neit•EboilivImileft.)-anct Sttrnmer-ktern 'Balky Ktytliscuss_Mrs-. Sullivan's chemieal anatypiti-,of highway
of itMse-Mtatetherniistapainf 1vris.
employed by the Department of Highways, Division of
Materials. Becky is'a Department of Public Information -summer intern, assigned to writing the current
series on Women-in State Government.

FAULTLESS
• ••

IL FINISH

-,-(1411s. Asloi

1. or-

GRAPEADE JUNKET
3 19' TABLETS _

eg. Price 6e
Giant

IN) .x

29'

"--b

490

.

• hone

BY OVI
frame oi
Electric
Pho
p. m.
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Buf,see Agee
RentFile

C116

TIMIXASW 77ii
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ANT

OFFICE AND STATIONERY
DISTRIBUTOR FOR INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZA-,
TION. COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTS.

FOR SALE

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 7534502

ns with ease
d branches
would feel

s produced
the world's
7.
mimmemeweit'

T
FT
)
EAS

This BILLION DOLLAR market available now, at wholesale level. Direct from the
manufacturer, by a tested
PROVEN PROGRAM. Full or
part time, operate from your
home or office. Man or woman no experience necessary.
Exceptionally high profits,
steady repeat business.
EARNINGS UNLIMITED, investment for inventory only.
100% RECOVERABLE, and
a steady monthly income
$1,440.00 cash to start and
up. Business is fully set up
for you. Income starts immediately. Write including
phone number to: ARROW
INTERNATIONAL, INC., ARROW BUILDING 4507 Lo.
RAIN AVENUE, CLEVE.
LAND, OHIO 44102.
A-4-C

HELP WANTED

WANTED: Baby sitter, houseexperienced.
F u 11
keeper,
time. Furnish own transporta3-31-C
tion. Phone 753-7166.

111011 SCHOOL student with
drivers license to work in small
engine repair shop evenings
and Saturdays. Experience not
necessary, but must be mechanWANTED: Mature person to
ically inclined and willing to
Phone
home.
baby sit in my
J-AtZ learn. Apply in person only to
783-8041.
H & H Small Engine Service,
Lynn Grove, Ky., between 5:00
p. in. and 10:00 p. in., July 30,
31 and Ang. 1. Pay according
to ability.
A-1-C

SPARE TIME
INCOME

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING Co.

Peanuts*

by Charles M. Schulz

C

C

cans
for 290

HELP WANTED

POE SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
2-BEDROOM Asbestos Shingle
short
-but
NEED
NEW
ROOF
REDUCED oy owner: Threedining SANDBLASTING is now being
Home at Lynn Grove. Has liv- bedroom
brick on Keenelend of money, apply Hy-Klas fibre, ANTIQUES: Round oak
done by Murray Sport & Maing room, kite-hen, tub and Drive
table
back rine,
with
spindle
six
with lots of extras. Own- ed asphalt aluminum. An anus753-7400.
3-31-F
shower. Plenty of closets and
sa
AVON: If you need a good its
or must move. Priced te sell ing coating that seals holes, matching chairs, a set of
outside storage space. Electric
chairs,
eispindle
dining
back
WILL
DO
baby
sitting
and
moisture
getting
from
prevents
ironDistributor
ady income, but can only work
Phone 753-7424 for information
floor furnace, water system.
ther maple or pecan, a walnut ing in my home. Phone 753part-time, sell Avon cosmetics.
For This Area
J-31-C through. Reflects 80% of sun's marble
Included are automatic wash.
top wash stand, walnut 5294.
rays and reduces temperature
3-30-C
Experience unnecessary. Call
Ilecorne
•
or, air conditioner and TV an- CUSTOM-BUILT four-bedroom by 15 degrees. Serves as in- bed, bowl and pitcher sets, oak
distributor
in en* 04
753-5339 or write: Mrs. Evelyn
A maraca's largest and fastest grew
tenna. Price $10,009.
tri-level home on nice lot fac- sulation. Do the job for only hall tree, secretary desk, refinlog industries
Yen will be ittstrito
L Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist 440,
atInd national broad products.
30 ACRES LAND on blacktop ing new school site. This qual- 3 cents a square foot. Ask ished pie safe and others. Nice
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
No
experience
required
All ICroad in suburban Hazel. Good ity built home has two full about special 20 gallon drum piano stools, five piece wicker
counts art cantrected ter MS sal
42064.
sio by our company
farm land or excellent building ceramic baths, family room with price at Hughes Paint Store. sets and carnival glass. 3-4
Yew merely
II-A-1-C
restock locations with our national
No Jobs to Smalc or Law
sites make this good develop- fireplace, entrance hall, carpetbrand products.
August-25-C miles South of Murray on 641.
to
ment property. Owner will sell ed living room bedroom level
be
Appreciated
Hubert's Antique Store. 3-3I-C
WONDER HOW you will buy
FIBERGLASS
run-about
1/3 cash, balance payable in and formal dining room. Beau- 1.4
Free Estimates
You Can Earn
CABINET
STYLE,
21-inch
school clothes for your children
3 years at 6% interest annually. tiful kitchen with built in ap- with 40 HP motor and trailer.
Contacts
or take a vacation? Join us In
$800 A Month
A-1-C screen, black and white televiPrice $12,500.
pliances, garage, central heat Phone 4354745.
sion, good condition. Only
an exciting sales career. Phone
IN ALMO HEIGHTS 2-bedroom and air. Can be seen anytime
Or
More
ANTIQUES, gifts and old books. $50.00. Call 753-2911. J-31-NC
753-3056.
A-5-C
stucco house with living room, by calling 753-3903.
A-1-C Fifty per cent off during our
Based On Your
kitchen, bathroom and garage.
-INCH
GE
30
deluxe
white
elec16th,
annual
sale.
Large
assortEffort
Gas heat, well insulated and has NEW DUPLEX west of college
' CARD OF THANKS
ment The Pioneer House, Paris, tric stove, chrome oven. GE Between 11:00 a, m. and
storms doors and windows. One by owner. Two bedrooms, livInventory of SI ,545 Ii 52.500 cash
We wish to thank all the
SAO
electric
clothes
dryer,
a.
white.
in.
Tennessee,
US
Highway
79
ing
required
for
inventory
and
room,
equipdining-kitchen on
acre lot with good well. City
friends and neighbors for the
ment. You rnint have a good car
South.
LOST & FOUND
Apl-C Call after seven p. in. 753-8648.
and be able to devote at least 4 to
water available. Price $6,500. both sides. Also one side has
food, flowers and kindness
J-31-C
12 hours per well
12'
If you are in•
x
25'
den,
carport,
utility
COMMERCIAL LOTS in Wild.
AKC REGISTERED Chihuahua LOST: A G-ernsey heifer about *rested, hare the desir•, drWe.
KING SIZir bed and maple head
shown us during the death of
PEARS,
wood Subdivision on South 4th and 25' x 26' patio. Opportun board, $135.00. Also solid oak APPLES
peaches, stud service. Phone 753-4974. 400 lbs. Has white spot on determination. end went to be sucour husband, father and brocessful
growing
In
a
ity
business of
for rental property, live in
Street. Suitable for most any
J-30-C head. Call M. C. Kennerly, your ow14, vent, us tod•y. Pleas*
5-piece Spanish dining room grapes, nectarines, prunes, and
ther, Wilson Styles. Also a specunclose narnc madras. and
telekind of business and near to one side and rent the other, suite, $123.00. Phone 733-6420. plums. Call Truman Turner at
Route 5, 753-2768.
3-31-P phone number.
ial thanks to Dr. Roberts, the
Phone
WILL
MOW
yards
inside
city
753-8825.
H.1TC
downtown. Prices $50 to $90
J-31-C
J-31-P Coldwater, 489-2107.
nurses at the Murray-Calloway
WI WELCOME INVESTIGATION
limits. Phone 753-7262. 3-31-NC
AUTOS FOR SALE
front foot.
County Hospital, the J. H.
BY OWNER: New four-bedroom
RESTAURANT
equipment.
Call
USED
table
TV's,
models
and
10 ROOM FRAME Home in Ha- brick home with
Churchill Funeral Home and
1966 T-BIRD Landau, two door,
attached ga- consoles. Your choice, $49.95. 753-9151 and ask for Linda bezel. 100' x 100' corner lot across rage, two, baths,
Dr. H. C. Chiles.
power brakes, steering and aircentral heat Several to cboose from. Leach's tween 8:00 a. m. and 2:00 p. m.,
RENT
FOR
street from Baptist Church. 14 and air conditioning,
May God's richest blessings
conditioning,
built in Music and TV, Dixieland Shop- or 753-5094 anytime.
stereo
and
lots
3-31-C
1 baths and electric heat. Price stove, dish washer and
rest upon each of you.
HOUSE TRAILER air-condition- of other extras. Low mileage,
garbage ping Center. Phone 753-7575.
435
So.
Kimbrough
reduced to $7,500 if sold UR- disposal, carpet and
The family of
electric heat. Phone 753- one owner, clean, excellent meseamless
Springfield, Mo. 65606
J-31-C' 1969 HONDA 350 C. B. with ed,
• mediately.
Wilson Styles
floors throughout the house.
6231.
3-31-C
chanical
condition,
$2,600.00
or
windshield
and helmet. Less
22 ACRE FARM and good 3- Phone 7534763.
1TC
best offer considered. Phone
A-3-C 1967, 110' x 51' MOBILE home, than 600 miles. Service obligaUFtNISHED trailer on Kentucky
bedroom home with aluminum
all electric, furnished. Trailer tions. May call after 7:00 p m .
753-3536.
J-31-C
Lake by week or month. Nice
EDNA'S CHOICE
siding. Approx. 214 miles from
EVENING FREE??? No experlot No. 5, Shady Oaks Trailer 753-7226.
J-31-C water front, large private lot. 1961 CHEVROLET, 4-door,
city limits of Murray. This is 24 ACRES located .in Blood Court.
in ience needed to earn 25% comJ-31-P
open land and has 14 acre earn River section on Hwy. 732. Nice
• good-condition with good tires. mission demonstrating toys. No No Mietake KENMORE electric range, cop- Phone 436-2323.
base, one acre tobacco base and building site for retirement. MOTORCYCLE 175 cc. J a w a, pertone, 3 years old. Frigidaire
Phone 753-6582.
Car
necessary.
A-1-C investment.
HELSINKI, Fuieland(UPI)APARTMENT
University
near
good barn. Lake pond stocked NICE OLDER HOME in Hazel. 2200 actual miles. Call 753-5128 portable dishwasher, 2 years
Writs Toy ladles Party Plan; Government officials returning
for
August
only. Utilities and
with fish. If interested in small Si, rooms and priced to sell. after 4:00 p. m.
3-31-P old, both excellent condition..
Johnstown, Pa. 13902.
home from the Stockholm meetcentral air furnished, reason- The Bite
acreage near Murray-this sho- BEAUTIFUL LOTS available in
Also child's stroller and jump able. Phone 753-7770.
ing
of -the Nordic Council
SOLID
A-2
4-C
MAPLE
leaf
drop
table.
NEW
YORK (UPI) uld be it. Price $18,000.
Sherwood Forest Sub-division.
t. Phone 753-6556.
A4P
thought they had overshot the
'Die
average
American
family
3-BEDROOM FRAME on South Let us help you pick a beauti- Never been used. Phone 7622-BEDROOM house on So. 10th
WANTED: Young man to train mark. The airport was marked
3-31-C
• 4th St. Living room, kitchen, ful site for your future home. 3376.
Street. Phone 753-5801.
ITC will pay $3,927 in taxes this as restaurant manager. Must be "Mbseow."
WANTED TO BUY
year, according to an estimate' neat, have high school
large utility room and enclosed BEAUTIFUL HOMF_SITE. 150' SIAMESE CAT and kittens,
diploma
They were on target, how8' x 42' TWO-BEDROOM trail- by the Tax Foundation, Inc. and
garage. Lot is zone commercial x 445'. Six room brick home, 1106 Olive Street, 753-3316.
able to furnish excellent ever,. The signs were part of a
WANTED: Used TV antenna er, air conditioned.
Rent $45.00
• and has large area suitable for has efficiency apartment on lot.
The Foundation estimates to- references. No phone calls. ApJ-31-P and rotor for color TV. Call r: month.
Phone 489-3623.
, shop or other business. Price COMMERCIAL LOT on railroad
tal U.S. tax collections for l%9 ply in person only. Colonial film, "The Kremlin Letter", be753-6203.
3-31-P
ing shot here.
reduced to $15,000.
spur. Centrally located for con- LATE MODEL Singer Zig-Zag
A-1-C will be about $247 billion.
Mouse Smorgasbord.
A-5-C
45 ACRES approx. 7 miles west venient use.
sewing machine in desk cabi
of Hazel, just beyond Lassiter WAYNE WILSON REALTY CO., net, sews over pins, sews on
Cemetery. 30 acres cleared with across from post office, Murray buttons, blind hems, makes but20 acres sowed down. Turn IKentucky,
Phone
753-3263. tonholes, fancy stitches, mononorth on gra:el road at Brown's Iiite phones: Wayne Wilson, grams,- mends, and darns. No PEANUTS
Y PAD 15
HE SAYS THAT THE GAME OF
UNFORTUNATELY, IN THE GAME
:THAT'5 TRUE
mailbox for % mile. Our sign 753-5086; Edna Knight, 753- attachments needed. Full price
KIND
OF
A
)
GOLF AM)THE GAME OF LIFE
on property. Unbelievable price 4910; Bill Adams, 753-5657; only $48.60 or terms of $5.95
OF LIFE, I'M ALWAY6 HITTING
PHILOSOPHER
of $3,850.
per month. For free home trial
Charles McDaniel, 753-4805.
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We Give Treasure Chest Stamps.
Liberty Hos U. S. Prime Beef
At Regular Beef Prices.
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PILOT PARD-NER—Dtawings illustrate a neN't• Pilot Aerial

Retrieval Device—PARD--designed to keep airmen safe
when disabled over enemy territory. After bailout (left)
a ballute, or balloon, parachute is inflated by hot air over
his parachute (middle), keeping him floating until a rescue
plane (right) comes by to snatch him in mid-air or tow him
to friendly territory, Goodyear Aerospace developed it in
Akron, Ohio, and Wright-Patterson Air Base for USAF,
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